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Executive Summary
Project Summary
Conveyor dishwashers are one of the largest consumers of water and energy in a large commercial food
service operation. Previous monitoring has shown that there is an opportunity to reduce the gas, electricity
and water use of older legacy dishwashers by at least half. The objective of this field study was to monitor the
water and energy use of existing rack and flight conveyor dishwashers and when applicable, monitor the
replacement high-efficiency unit installed in large commercial kitchens. The purpose of this project was to
demonstrate and document the energy and water savings and economic benefits of replacing an old inefficient
dishwasher with a new efficient or best-in-class dishwasher and to devise a comprehensive program to sustain
operating savings throughout the lifespan of the equipment. To achieve this, the data was normalized between
the dishwashers to show comparative savings and staff operating and maintenance practices were investigated
to provide insight into optimal machine operation.

Background
Prior to this project, the Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s Food Service Technology Center (FSTC) operated
by Fisher-Nickel Inc. had the opportunity to monitor several older conveyor dishwashers in the field to assess
the energy and water savings that could be achieved by replacing existing machines with modern energy
efficient models in support of the utility’s calculated incentive program. While this work had provided a clear
business case for replacement, the FSTC team realized that many of the dishwashers that were monitored
were not operating to their design specifications. Many operating and maintenance shortcomings associated
with these large machines were brought to light that demanded further study. Another key finding of these
earlier studies was that a significant portion of daily water consumption was related to tank filling operations,
which was contrary to standard practices for estimating water consumption of dishwashers. Commercial
foodservice industry and efficiency professionals had been basing the water and energy use of a conveyor
dishwasher on the unit’s rated rinse flow rate. The additional hot water associated with the numerous daily
tank fills accounted for significantly greater hot water use than would be estimated by rinse water
consumption alone. The water intensity of conveyor machines makes these appliances the largest single use of
water and energy in a commercial kitchen.
This first-of-its-kind research project examined the complexity of conveyor dishwashers in depth,
benchmarking water and energy use of old dishwashers operating in facilities and identifying strategies to
sustain the savings potential of high-efficiency machines. This research goes further to study the factors that
lead to inefficient or efficient operation of dishwashers and washing and sanitizing performance. It is
expected that this research project will demonstrate that water and energy use of old conveyor dishwashers
can be reduced by at least half through a replacement program with high-efficiency models.
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The catalyst for this study was receiving funding from Metropolitan Water District’s 2013 Innovative
Conservation Grant Program and co-funding from Pacific Gas and Electric Company. All work was
performed by Fisher-Nickel Inc.

Process
The research process involved identification of suitable field sites that employed a range of older conventional
and newer high-efficiency conveyor dishwashers in various sizes ranging from a 44-inch rack conveyor to
120-inch flight conveyor machine. The field study was conducted on nine dishwashers spanning seven sites,
including commercial kitchens at The Claremont Hotel, Stanford University Cafeteria, and cafes at Facebook
and Google from May 2014 to June 2015. In most cases, the dishwashers were monitored and characterized as
found, irrespective of the condition of the machine. Data, including rinse and fill water use, rinse flow rate,
dishwasher and booster heater energy use, and rinse time, was collected at five second intervals and stored
with a time stamp in the memory of the data acquisition system (DAQ). Overall, over 70 measured or
calculated parameters were analyzed to identify the most important parameters to use to normalize the results
for each dishwasher for a fair comparison of other dishwashers in its classification.

Findings and Conclusions
Summary data from the nine dishwashers monitored for this field project were added to nine other
dishwashers previously monitored by FSTC in the last five years to supplement the number of dishwashers in
this analysis. For each dishwasher, the data was quantified for water and energy use per hour of rinse
operation. The conveyor dishwashers were classified into four groups including conventional rack, highefficiency rack, conventional flight and high-efficiency flight machines to derive savings estimates from
replacing older machines with high-efficiency replacements. Tables ES-1 and ES-2 summarize the normalized
water and energy consumption for the twelve rack conveyor and six flight type conveyor dishwashers,
respectively.
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Table ES-1. Measured water and energy use per hour of rinse operation for rack-conveyor dishwashers
Dishwasher Make
Measured Water Use Per Hour
Measured Energy Use Per Hour
and Model
of Rinse Operation (gph)
of Rinse Operation (Btu/h)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Stero SCT-44CS
Ecolab ET44
Ecolab EC44
Stero SCT-44
Stero SCT-66S
Stero SCT-66S
Stero SCT-86S
Stero SCT-108S
Jackson Crew66
Hobart CL64E
Hobart CLPS86ER
Hobart CLPS86ER
AVG. Conventional
Conveyor
AVG. HighEfficiency Conveyor

730
542
235
363
389
416
2194
667
135
367
243
301

N/A
692,977
N/A
714,978
N/A
658,194
2,259,192
1,504,373
350,834
770,499
401,493
603,262

692

1,549,961

261

531,522

Table ES-2. Measured water and energy use per hour of rinse operation for flight-conveyor dishwashers
Dishwasher Make
Measured Water Use Per Hour
Measured Energy Use Per Hour
and Model
of Rinse Operation (gph)
of Rinse Operation (Btu/h)
13
14
15
16
17
18

Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW-ER
Hobart FT 1000ER
Hobart FT 1000ER
AVG. Conventional
Conveyor
AVG. HighEfficiency Conveyor

605
1277
1770
823
232
303

1,232,775
703,333
2,748,224
1,023,582
595,852
696,841

1119

1,426,978

267

646,346

The normalized results from 18 sites showed at least 60% reduction in water and energy use by replacing old
conveyor dishwashers with new high-efficiency models. Specifically, the water use of the average
conventional rack conveyor, at 692 gallons per hour of rinse operation, was reduced by more than 60% when
replaced by an average high-efficiency unit, using 261 gallons per hour. Similarly, the energy use was
reduced by more than 65% from approximately 1,550,000 Btu/h to 530,000 Btu/h of rinse operation.
The water savings from flight conveyor dishwashers was even greater – representing a reduction of 75%.
Water use of the average conventional rack conveyor, at 1,119 gallons per hour of rinse operation, was
reduced to 267 gallons for the average high-efficiency unit. Similarly, the energy consumption was reduced
by 55% from approximately 1,430,000 Btu/h to 645,000 Btu/h of rinse operation. There is a strong business
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case to make the switch in all cases, as long as there was minimal fuel switching involved from removing a
dishwasher that was primarily heated with natural gas to one heated by electricity.
Old inefficient conveyor dishwashers were replaced with ENERGY STAR qualified high-efficiency models
at four sites. The average cost savings per site based on average California utility rates was approximately
$22,000 per year. In each case, the cost savings were driven by the substantial reduction in water use.
The research showed that old conveyor dishwashers consume two to three times more water than was
predicted based on the rated rinse flow and tank volume specifications. High-efficiency conveyor dishwashers
used 70% to 85% more than the rated specifications. The new machines operated more closely in line with the
specifications than older machines as they benefited from advanced features that mitigated water waste during
tank filling. The results also showed that the rated rinse water flow rate by itself only accounted for a quarter
to less than half of the measured real world water use (Table ES-3). Projections based on rinse flow rate
specifications alone would not accurately characterize the water use of a particular machine.
Table ES-3. Comparison of specified hourly rinse flow rate to measured water use per hour of rinse operation.
Specified Rinse
Measured Water Use
Specified Rinse as a
Dishwasher Type
Flow Rate
Per Hour of Rinse
Percentage of
(gph)
Operation (gph)
Measured Water Use
AVG. Conventional Rack Conveyor

274

692

40%

AVG. High-Efficiency Rack Conveyor

119

261

46%

AVG. Conventional Flight Conveyor

277

1119

25%

AVG. High-Efficiency Flight Conveyor

58

267

22%

A significant finding was that the majority of conveyor dishwashers installed in facilities are not set up to
wash and rinse medium to large back of the house wares without incurring substantially higher water use
during operation. Most conveyor dishwashers are designed to wash front of the house cups, glasses and
dishes, with the larger back of house wares providing a challenge for the machine. Some of the overspray
issues caused by washing large wares could be mitigated with the specification of taller cavity machines and
incorporating specialized racks for washing sheet pans and other flat wares at an angle that allows water to
drain back into the correct tank instead of horizontally spraying through the machine.
Benchmarking water and energy use through sub-metering of the dishwasher when the unit is performing well
and staff is fully trained is a critical tool to incorporate to establish the baseline energy and water use of the
machine. Without a benchmark to indicate water performance, the standard “fix” is to increase hot water and
chemical use to ensure cleaning and sanitization performance. In extreme cases, poor maintenance can lead to
real world water use that is as much as 10 times higher than the specifications for water consumption per hour
of rinse operation. Benchmarking allows for easy comparison of multiple foodservice operations and allows
management to keep each operation running efficiently as it is easy to check in on the dishroom annually to
gauge the performance of the dishwashing operation.
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Recommendations
Field monitoring of commercial conveyor dishwashers has identified opportunities to reduce water and energy
consumption in commercial dishrooms. In some instances, significant savings can be achieved through the
retro-commissioning of existing machines to return the machines to their designed specifications. Greater
savings can be achieved by replacing older machines with the latest generation of energy efficient machines,
but at a high investment on the part of the operator. While incentives can offset the installed cost of a new
machine, an effective conveyor dishwasher program would need to include retro-commissioning to make a
significant impact on the market. A two-pronged approach would ensure that both older and newer machines
are operating properly and help to sustain the investment in water and energy savings. A pilot dishwasher
program would also help to promote the replacement of older machines by identifying the most appropriate
candidates. The experiences gained from the pilot project will aid in incorporating more permanent programs
that can be expanded throughout the state.
While the dishwasher is responsible for the final cleaning and sanitization of the dishes, the work starts at the
pre-rinse station. While codes have mandated a maximum flow rate of 1.6 gpm for pre-rinse spray valves
installed in front of a commercial dishwasher, the larger facilities employ more water intensive measures for
pre-rinsing dishes that can greatly exceed the intended water consumption and potentially match or exceed
that of the dishwasher. Some of the reasons for this is that kitchen staff are often disconnected from the
operating costs of running the dishroom and with no sub-metering, there is little to connect dishroom behavior
to the overall building water use. The FSTC team has identified at least 5 types of pre-rinse equipment that
can be used individually or in combination to effectively accomplish the task of prewashing dishes and other
wares. A comprehensive study on dishroom operation is recommended to individually monitor the conveyor
dishwasher and pre-rinse operations separately to identify the savings potential from the best pre-rinse devices
and operating practices.
Comprehensive policies to encourage sub-metering the water consumption of conveyor dishwashers in
existing or new facilities would go a long way to support ongoing efforts to reduce commercial building water
and energy use. Additional incentives should be provided for high-efficiency smart dishwashers that minimize
water and energy use while having integrated water and energy meters and logging and communications
hardware to engage operators and managers on the performance of the unit. While the technology for
machines to meter water and energy use is available, few manufacturers have incorporated this capability. A
dishwasher sub-metering initiative could integrate with a wider program offering an annual free checkup of
the dishwasher and assessment by a 3rd-party. They may provide employee operation and maintenance
training to facility staff through the use of videos or onsite visits.
The majority of conveyor machines installed in facilities are designed for front of the house wares, such as
dishes, glass ware and eating utensils. As more and more facilities direct their back of the house wares such as
pans and trays, the machines are being challenged to accommodate large wares that can impact water use. In
addition, many machines were found to be oversized relative to the operation. Too much emphasis has been
placed on conveyor speed and rack capacity in the design phase. Without sufficient staff to operate the
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machines, there is little to be gained by the higher throughput machines. In fact, every facility in this study
would benefit from a commercial dishwasher design guide that covers selection and sizing of conveyor
dishwashers, best practices for operation and maintenance of the dishwasher, benchmarking tools and
calculations for estimating the maximum hot water demand for a machine. The commercial dishwasher design
guide could also benefit health departments and plan checkers by providing the resources to evaluate designs.
There is also a need to fund additional field monitoring projects on high-efficiency dishwashers just entering
the market that utilize 2nd-generation heat recovery systems, such as drain water heat recovery. Quantifying
the water and energy use of these emerging technologies can support future incentive programs and provide a
solid foundation to enhance the ENERGY STAR specifications for commercial dishwashers. As more and
more dishwasher manufacturers continue to add models with integrated heat recovery systems, third-party
research is needed to validate real world savings potential of their designs.
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Abstract
Conveyor dishwashers are the single most water and energy intensive appliance operating in commercial
kitchens. Prior research was in this area was limited, thus it was not possible to draw any strong conclusions
especially with the savings potential of associated with replacing older machines with new high-efficiency
models. This field research project was devised to document comprehensive water and energy use data, along
with operating characteristics, for a wide array of facilities to fully understand the workings of conveyor
dishwashers. Models selected for monitoring ranged from the smallest rack conveyor to the largest flight type
conveyor machines. The results for all these machines were normalized for water and energy use per hour of
rinse operation to provide a level comparison from facility to facility. This highlighted a substantial savings
opportunity to that could be achieved by replacing older conventional dishwashers with new energy-efficient
models. After analyzing several dishwasher replacement projects, the value of sub-metering dishwashers has
become apparent as a tool for commissioning and benchmarking the water and energy use of the machine.
The major recommendations are to conduct a follow-up research project that includes monitoring the energy
and water use of conveyor dishwasher in conjunction with pre-rinse operations. In addition, a pilot retrocommissioning and replacement program would yield significant water and energy savings per site and
support the development of a commercial dishwasher design guide. Lastly, funding to keep up with the
energy and water savings potential of the latest generation dishwashers with advanced heat recovery systems
is needed, which would also support future enhancements to the ENERGY STAR specifications.

Keywords: commercial dishwasher, conveyor dishwasher, rack conveyor, flight conveyor, rackless conveyor,
ware washers, dishmachine, dishroom, restaurant, food service, commercial kitchens, energy savings, heat
recovery, water savings, booster heater
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Introduction
Background
In the last five years, the dishwasher market has evolved significantly towards utilization of advanced
technologies, and there now exists a significant opportunity to increase the adoption rate of highefficiency dishwashers in market, similar to what has been done with pre-rinse spray valves in the
dishroom. It has been observed through informal field monitoring studies that the principal metric of rinse
flow rate does not accurately characterize the overall water and energy use of conveyor dishwashers.
While rinse flow rate has become an expedient surrogate for dishwasher efficiency, researchers at the
Food Service Technology Center (FSTC) have position that the stock of conveyor dishwasher can
consume considerable more water and energy that would be attributed to their rated rinse water usage.
Conveyor rack or flight dishwashers use the most energy and water per hour of operation for a single
appliance in a commercial kitchen. Previous unpublished monitoring projects by FSTC have shown that
hot water use of an old rack conveyor dishwasher can account for up to 75% of the total use in the
restaurant. Recent findings have shown that not only are these existing conveyors consuming large
volumes of hot water for the rinse and tank fill operations, but also that staff operating practices and
insufficient maintenance are greatly adding to the water waste. While the overall impact of proper
commissioning and usage has been discussed in various forums, until now, there has been no
comprehensive study to compare the actual water usage to the dish machine’s nameplate rating.
This research project was selected to benchmark water and energy use of old dishwashers operating in
facilities and quantify the savings potential of high-efficiency machines. This research goes further to
study the factors that lead to inefficient or efficient operation of dishwashers and washing and sanitizing
performance. It is expected that this research project will demonstrate that water and energy use of old
conveyor dishwashers can be reduced by at least half through a replacement program with high-efficiency
models.
This project was made possible by funds from The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(MET) Innovative Conservation Program (ICP) and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E).

Conveyor Dishwasher Types and Sizing Implications
Flight Type conveyor dishwashers are the largest-size class of conveyor type dish machines sold on the
market for commercial kitchens and are typically used in large hotels, universities, hospitals, in-flight
catering and other high-volume applications. The majority of flight conveyors are rackless conveyors
where most wares like dishes and preparation ware are typically loaded directly on the pegs of the
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conveyor rather than loaded on to a rack first (Figure 1). Certain
items like cups and utensils are still loaded on to racks before entering
the flight conveyor to minimize damage and for easy handling. The
upside of flight conveyors is that they can handle a very high
throughput of wares (Flight Type machines are typically rated for
10,000 to 20,000 dishes per hour) and usually incorporate a recirculating prewash, wash, and rinse sections with a fresh water final
rinse and an optional blower dryer. The downside of flight conveyors
is they are expensive to purchase and install, they take up a very large

Figure 1: Rackless feature of flight conveyor

space (14 to 26 feet in length), are loud, have very high energy input
requirements and use a large volume of hot water regardless of the throughput through the machine. Some
older flight conveyor models have no mechanism to sense if or where there are wares being placed on the
conveyor, and therefore to make sure that everything gets washed, rinsed and sanitized, the conveyor runs
at full throttle—continually using a fresh water rinse and rinse aid chemicals while engaging all the water
pumps, even if there are no wares passing through the chamber. Other machines have some type of
mechanical sensor used to initiate the fresh-water rinse, but as the machine ages, a good portion of the
sensors observed in the field are no longer in working order causing the machine to be constantly rinsing
anytime the conveyor belt is operating.
Rack conveyor machines move standard 20 x 20-inch racks through the wash and rinse sections and are
offered in two classifications: single-tank units and multi-tank units. Single-tank conveyors have one
wash tank and typically utilize a second section for the fresh water rinse; these features are typical of a
44-inch conveyor. Larger single-tank conveyors may include a prewash section and/or an auxiliary rinse
section(s), and unit lengths can range up to 76 inches. Single-tank conveyors are more popular due to
their compactness and lower purchase costs. Multi-tank conveyors incorporate one or more wash tanks
and one or more pumped rinse tanks and an extra section for the fresh water rinse. The length of these
conveyor machines typically range from 64 to 86 inches. These units are found in very large restaurants,
commercial cafeterias and other facilities. The majority of conveyor dishwashers use hot water at 180°F
or above to sanitize dishes, while there are a significant number of low temperature models that use
chemical sanitizers and directly use the incoming hot water supply typically set at 140°F.

Savings Opportunities
The primary water and energy reduction strategy is based on a rinse flow rate reduction from a
dishwasher replacement project with a high-efficiency unit. Reductions are possible with the addition of
multiple rinse stages to maximize coverage and heating of the wares while reducing the fresh water rinse.
Conventional models utilize a high flow fresh water rinse in the 3 to 5 gpm range to remove soap and
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residual food debris from plates. Many advanced models available today are capable of removing soap
and debris by first utilizing a recirculated primary rinse followed up with a minimal 1 and 2 gpm fresh
water sanitizing rinse. The secondary reduction strategies involve improving operational practices to
reduce the number of racks washed or rinse time, right sizing the dishwasher and reducing tank water
waste by limiting over spray.
In addition to reducing the amount of fresh water used to rinse the
dishes, manufacturers have employed technologies such as dishwasher
cavity insulation, advanced door seals, advanced controls and waste heat
recovery technologies. Exhaust-air heat recovery (EAHR) is a fairly
mature technology that uses the waste steam to preheat incoming cold
water for the sanitizing rinse, thereby reducing the energy load on the
building’s domestic hot water supply. In this process, cold water passes
through copper pipes while a fan extracts steam and forces it through
thin aluminum plates. The steam condenses on the cold fins and the
latent heat is transferred to the 50 to 70°F cold incoming water elevating

Figure 2: Exhaust-air heat recovery

it to 110 to 130°F at which point is further heated by the booster heater

Photo Credit: Winterhalter

to sanitizing temperatures between 180 to 195°F.

Dishwasher Market
The segments of the food service sector that utilize conveyor dishwashers are large commercial kitchens
found in medium to large full-service restaurants, commercial cafeterias, hospitals, hotels with dining
facilities, nursing homes, colleges, universities, K-12 central kitchens, and correctional facilities.

Purpose
The goal of this project was to develop a more accurate commercial dishwasher water and energy use
estimate that could provide the foundation on which to base utility incentives, 3rd-party dishwasher retrocommissioning and replacement programs, market transformation initiatives and water heater sizing
guidelines.

Objectives and Scope
The objective of this project was to characterize the water and energy use of conveyor dishwashers
installed in commercial and institutional food service facilities and to estimate the benefits associated with
the replacement of existing machines with high efficiency models that minimize hot water use and utilize
innovative technologies. In each site, the monitoring team analyzed staff operations and identified
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opportunities to reduce the operating time or water waste through best management practices, where
applicable.
The scope of this project included the selection of a range of field sites representing different scales of
operation, from restaurants to institutional facilities. The purpose in each test site was to measure the total
water and energy use of the conveyor dishwasher and to estimate the operating cost—including
water/sewer, gas, and electricity. For the sites in which a dishwasher replacement occurred, the FSTC
research team provided analysis to support the development of a calculated incentive based on the
estimated energy and water savings associated with the new machine. A comparison between the rated
and real-world water use of different machines provided the framework for developing best practices and
retro commissioning strategies for the optimal operation of modern dishwashing equipment.
The measured water and energy consumption of both conventional and high efficiency models could be
used to develop a more precise calculation of the savings potential for sites outside the scope of this
study.

Project Limitations
Conveyor dishwashers are very diverse in many aspects including the types and sizes of products on the
market, energy sources available for water heating, premium options, types of wares washed, operating
practices, and maintenance procedures. There are many more variations between monitored dishwashers
than there are field studies. Thus, it is a challenge to normalize the data between machines, especially
related to financial comparisons. This project was able to draw more conclusive conclusions on water use
and limited ones on energy cost. A “like for like” replacement is of dishwashers is rare and this
complicates energy savings estimates and the development of energy rebates; it is much more straight
forward with the water related estimates.

Methodology
Instrumentation Setup
The FSTC team installed instrumentation and data logging equipment in
the test sites to measure and record the energy and water use of each
dishwasher (Figure 3). Commercial-grade water meters were placed on
all water inlets to the dishwasher. Gas meters were used if the dishwasher
used natural gas directly to heat the internal tanks or booster heater.
Electrical energy metering equipment was to measure electricity use of
the dishwasher, tank heater(s) and booster heater. The setup included
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temperature sensors placed at key water pipes entering and exiting the dishwasher to provide additional
insight the operation of the dishwasher, to estimate energy use at the water heater and to calculate booster
efficiency. Additional tank temperature metering was installed on some units to better understand the
functionality of the dishwasher and to check if any malfunctions were present.
The gas, electricity and water meters provided pulse outputs (per unit of measure) to the data acquisition
system (DAQ) also known as a datalogger. The on/off sensors send state change information to the
DAQ’s pulse input channels. The temperature sensors send voltage information to the analog input
channels where the DAQ converts the voltage reading to a temperature measurement. All data was logged
at a five-second intervals and stored with a time stamp in the memory of the DAQ corresponding.
For the water lines, the welded or twisted thermocouple wire junction was affixed to the outer copper pipe
walls, and the interface was treated with heat-sink compound, wrapped with electrical tape, and covered
with foam pipe insulation. Tank temperature thermocouples were either affixed to the outside tank walls
in a similar fashion or inserted directly into the tanks.
Each machine involved monitoring about a dozen different
data points characterize its performance and operating time
for its various functions and truly understand the operation of
the dishwasher.
Various sizes of instrumentation enclosure assemblies were
used for this monitoring project, all consisting of water-proof
enclosures that contained the relevant pieces of data
acquisition equipment that were wired to all the
instrumentation connected to the dishwashers. The following

Figure 4: Large enclosure equipped with two
water meters, datalogger and cell modem

instrumentation specifications include pictures of the
instrumentation at various locations where the instrumentation was installed.

Instrumentation Specifications
Temperature Sensors
Thermocouple Wire: Therm-X Class-1 Type-T Teflon extension wire, model
number TT(f)-T-24 PFA, tolerance of ±1.8°F or 0.75%, sensor temperature
range of -330 to 650°F (Figure 5). www.thermx.com
Figure 5: Thermocouple wire

Gas Meters
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American Meter Company Elster BK-G4 Diaphragm type meter with 1 pulse/ft3
output, flows from 1.4 ft3/h to 200 ft3/h, working temperature of -4 to 140°F
(Figure 6).

Water Meters

Figure 6: Diaphragm
gas meter

5/8" Badger Recordall M25 Industrial disc meter with 198.4 pulses/gal output, accuracy ±1.5% of
reading, flow range of 0.5 to 30 gpm, cold water meter. www.badgermeter.com
5/8" Badger Recordall M25 Industrial disc meter with 198.4 pulses/gal output, accuracy ±1.5% of
reading, flow range of 1 to 30 gpm, hot water meter.
Fuji FSV IP66 ultrasonic meter, can measure pressurized sections of water
piping from 0.5" to 4" pipe diameter, FLD-2 compact–type detector, accuracy
±1% of rate (Figure 7). www.fujielectric.com
1/2” Seametrics SEB single-jet turbine meter with 550 pulses/gal output,
accuracy 1% of full scale, flow range of 0.2 to 10 gpm, maximum temperature
of 185°F.
1/2” Omega Engineering FTB4607 single-jet turbine meter with 75.7

Figure 7: Ultrasonic meter

pulses/gal output, accuracy 1% of full scale, flow range of 0.2 to 11 gpm,
maximum temperature of 190°F (Figure 8).

Power Metering

Figure 8: Single-jet meter

Continental Control Systems WattNode Pulse electric energy meter, singleand three-phase, Wh pulse output (Figure 9). www.ccontrolsys.com
Dent Instruments standard and mini hinged split-core current transformers,
low voltage 0.333 Vac out, 5 to 1300 A, accuracy ±1%.

Figure 9: WattNode Pulse

www.dentinstruments.com
Continental Control Systems standard and mini hinged split-core current
transformers, low voltage 0.333 Vac out, 5 to 250 A, accuracy ±1%.
www.ccontrolsys.com

Dataloggers

Figure 10: DataTaker DT-80

DataTaker DT80 Series 2 or 3, configured to record at five-second intervals, capable of logging from ten
isolated thermocouple inputs and eight pulse counter inputs (Figure 10). www.datataker.com
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Data Collection
In most cases, the dishwashers were monitored and characterized as found, irrespective of the condition
of the machine. Depending on the machine type and heating energy type (gas or electric), the sites
required varying types and levels of instrumentation to measure the total energy and water use of the
machine.
At each dishwasher, researchers monitored the cold and hot water supplies to the machine to support the
sanitizing rinse, tank fill and tempering water use. Energy use of the booster heater, tank heaters, blower
dryers and dishwasher conveyor motors pumps and controls were instrumented and monitored to meet the
objectives of this project. In cases where the gas use of a tank heater or booster heater could not be
directly measured, an on/off state sensor was used on the gas solenoids to provide a surrogate
measurement. In these situations, gas use was calculated by measuring the solenoid “on” time and
multiplying it by the nameplate gas input rate with the assumption that the nameplate input rate was
reasonably close to the actual input rate.
The water temperature was measured at key locations to gauge the performance of the hot water system
internal or external to the dishwasher. The temperature of the supply water pipe(s) were measured, which
may include one to three separate pipes, depending on the configuration of the machine. The most
common configuration included a 130-150°F tank fill and/or booster inlet pipe along with a 180°F rinse
pipe. The booster heater outlet water temperature was monitored at a point just before the fresh water
rinse arm (to measure the true final rinse temperature). In some applications, temperature sensors were
applied to several or all water tanks and to the common drain line from the machine. Variations in
dishwasher models and equipment installations occasionally affected the ability to directly measure water
or energy use at specific points mentioned. In a few situations, best efforts were made to analyze the
remaining dataset to estimate usage when direct measurement of water or electricity use was not readily
possible.

Data Analysis
The data was measured and recorded in 5-second intervals provide sufficient detail on the operation of the
dishwasher. The measured data was analyzed to draw out dishwasher operating information that was key
to comparing dishwashers and identifying performance attributes of each machine. The following
parameters in the outline were tabulated on spreadsheets, but only some of these parameters were
important enough to discuss and analyze in this report. Some of the parameters are defined in the glossary
including the methodology for calculating certain parameters:


Operating time (h)
o Booster operating time
o Cold water flow time
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o Dishwasher operating span
o Dishwasher operating time
o Hot water flow time
o Rinse flow time
o Tank fill flow time
o Tank top off flow time
o Total water flow time
Water flow rate (gpm, gph)
o Cold water flow rate
o Hot water flow rate
o Rinse flow rate
o Maximum hourly hot water demand
o Overall flow rate
o Peak flow rate
o Tank fill flow rate
o Tank top off flow rate
Tank fill information
o Fills per hour of rinse (fills/h_rinse)
o Gallons per fill (gal/fill)
o Number of tank fills
Mass-weighted (during flow periods) water temperature (°F)
o Booster inlet temperature
o Cold supply temperature
o Drain temperature
o Heat exchanger inlet
o Heat exchanger outlet
o Hot supply temperature
o Rinse supply temperature
o Tank fill temperature
Average (during flow periods) tank water temperature (°F)
o Dual rinse tank temperature
o Powered rinse tank water temperature
o Scrapper tank water temperature
o Wash tank water temperature
o Water heater or boiler outlet temperature
o Water heater temperature rise (heater outlet T – average annual cold water supplyT)
Water use (gal)
o Annual water use
o Cold water tempering
o Cold water use
o Daily water use
o Hot water use
o Pre-rinse water use
o Rinse water use
o Tank fill water use
o Tank top off water use
o Total water use
o Water waste
Electricity use (kWh)
o Annual electricity use
o Booster heater use
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o Dishwasher use (water pumps, controls, optional blower dryer)
o Tank heater use (wash tank, rinse tank, and/or auxiliary tank)
o Total daily electricity use
Gas use (therms)
o Annual gas use
o Booster heater use
o Tank heater use (wash tank, rinse tank)
o Total daily gas use
o Water heater or boiler use
Misc. parameters
o Booster and heat exchanger efficiency (heat exchanger energy in – booster energy out)
o Booster heater efficiency ((booster energy in – booster energy out)
o Demand charge ($/kW)
o Electricity cost ($/kWh)
o Energy use per 1,000 square feet (btu/1000 ft²)
o Energy use per hour rinse operation (Btu/h_rinse)
o Energy use per meal (Btu/meal)
o Energy use per seat (Btu/seat)
o Natural gas cost ($/therm)
o Pre-rinse water use per hour of rinse (gal/h_rinse)
o Probable contribution to peak demand (kW)
o Total annual cost ($/year)
o Total energy use (Btu/d)
o Water and sewer cost ($/HCF)
o Water use per hour of rinse operation (gal/h_rinse)
o Water use per meal (gal/meal)
o Water use per seat (gal/seat)
o Water use per 1,000 square feet (gal/1000 ft²)

Reporting
The following section characterizes daily operation of the dishwasher and displays the average daily
water use profile. For each test site, the facility was characterized by the type of food-service facility,
operating days and hours, type of dishwasher and booster heater, dishwasher make and model, and
dishwasher specifications. The monitoring period and total monitoring days for each dishwasher was
logged along with measurement points for the dishwasher monitored. A spreadsheet of daily monitoring
results is provided in the appendices. The file size for each site’s data set is very large since data was
being logged in 5-second intervals, thus it was not feasible to provide anything more than daily totals and
averages.
The dishwasher operation and maintenance was also highlighted. Challenges faced by the FSTC field
team during the monitoring period are included in the information for each site, along with irregular
performance issues of the dishwasher. Additional water use profiles were included to illustrate poor
practices or operation of advanced machines, as appropriate. The measured and calculated results are
discussed along with a data summary table. If applicable, the replacement energy efficient dishwasher
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will be equally characterized and results provided on the same summary table. The final section discusses
the lessons learned and summarizes any notable takeaways.
The summary of results section focuses on the outcomes from the collective analysis of dishwashers at all
sites. A key portion of the analysis compares the rated dishwasher water use to the measured water use.
To strengthen the comparison between rated and actual water use, results from nine other FSTC
monitoring sites have been included to supplement the number of dishwashers in this analysis. The data
from the nine additional sites utilized the same monitoring and analysis methodology as nine machines
monitored under the scope of this study.

Results
In total, the project characterized the energy and water consumption for nine dishwashers in the field,
with the added bonus of monitoring for pre-rinse operations in three facilities. The presentation of the
results begins with the existing rack conveyor dishwashers monitored at four Google cafés followed by
monitoring of the preexisting and replacement rack conveyor machines at Stanford’s Wilbur Hall dining
facility. Subsequently, the results from the preexisting and replacement flight conveyors at Facebook’s
Epic Café are covered. Finally, the results for the existing flight conveyor in the main kitchen at the
Claremont Hotel and Spa are discussed.

Google Cafes
Four café dishrooms on the Google main campus where chosen to study
two conventional and two high-efficiency dishwashers. The particular
sites were chosen based on the ease of instrumentation installation and
because they provided a good opportunity to compare multiple lowefficiency and high-efficiency dishwashers across facilities with similar
operating and maintenance practices. Altogether, the four sites provided
some site diversity to this project as the first site Café Baadal was
representative of a fine-dining restaurant (Figure 11), Backyard café was

Figure 11: Baadal Dining Room

representative of a fast-casual restaurant , and Heritage and Masa cafés

Photo Credit: Yelp

were representative of small and large cafeteria style dining facilities respectively.
In characterizing the four sites together, three sites used natural-gas-fired tank and booster heaters. It is
less common to encounter the use of natural gas as a fuel source to heat water for the booster heater and
wash tank heaters due to the additional maintenance required especially in hard water areas, but the cost
savings versus using electricity is very attractive, even though the equivalent gas-fired heaters are much
larger in size.
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Google Café Baadal
Site Overview
This Indian restaurant serves lunch only, with family-style
meals during the work week (Figure 12). It is a fine dining
establishment that accepts reservations. The café uses a 2007
Stero SCT-66S high-temperature dishwasher, equipped with
natural-gas-fired tank and external booster heaters and has a
rated rinse water use of 290 gph or 4.8 gpm (Figure 13). This
unit has a scrapper tank (a.k.a. pre-rinse tank) and wash tank.

Figure 12: Google Café Baadal indian fare
Photo Credit: SFGATE

Monitoring Period
The dishwasher was monitored from August 25th to October
9th, 2014 for a total of 33 operating days. The monitoring data
compiled for each work day are shown in Appendix A.

Measurement Points
The hot water usage was measured separately at the booster
heater inlet to determine the rinse water fraction, and at the

Figure 13: Baadal dishwasher with gas booster

dishwasher tank fill supply line for the tank fill water fraction. Due to the piping and space limitations, it
was not possible to monitor and log the scrapper water fill directly, but a manual measurement of the
scrapper tank fill water flow rate was performed, and an auxiliary thermocouple to sense scrapper fill
periods was used as a proxy to calculate scrapper fill total daily water use. Temperatures were also
measured at the inlet and outlet of the booster heater. The on/off state of the tank and booster heaters gas
solenoids were monitored, and gas use was calculated by assuming the nameplate gas input rate
specifications and integrating over recorded on-time. The electricity use of the water pump motors,
conveyor belt and controls was also measured.

Challenges
Through the calibration process (Figure 14), it was found that the rinse
flow rate of 2.1 gpm was significantly less than the manufacturer’s
specification of 4.8 gpm. After two weeks of initial monitoring, the water
pressure was increased to 20 psi as indicated on the rinse pressure gauge,
which helped increase the rinse flow rate, but not significantly. A flow
rate of 3.4 gpm was achieved, which is still 30% below the
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manufacturer’s specification. A final five-week monitoring period commenced after this adjustment.
Even with the lower rinse flow rate, the overall water use was still
significantly higher than anticipated, which was later discovered to be due
to the water consumed for filling the scrapper tank. Being that the
scrapper fill water was not being directly measured, initially, it was
thought that by counting the number of fills in the wash tank through data
analysis, the scrapper wash tank fill could be readily estimated using
manufacturer’s scrapper tank volume specifications. On the second visit
to the site, trial runs using racks with sheet pans revealed much greater
scrapper water use than first assumed. After closer observation, it was
recognized that a significant loss of hot water was occurring through
overspray on the loading side of the machine, especially when sheet pans
were washed (Figure 15). The high water velocity of the overspray

Figure 15: Scrapper tank overspray

bouncing off the bottom of the pans and various other bulky wares was causing high volumes of water to
exit the machine into the pre-rinse sink and down its drain—in part due to the backward slope of the feed
table away from the dishwasher and towards the pre-rinse sink. This caused the scrapper tank water level
to drop and therefore continually refill to top off the tank and maintain the tank water level. These tank
top-offs are also known as maintenance fills.

Average Daily Water Use Profile
The overall average water use of the dishwasher during the monitoring period was 1319 gallons per day
(gal/d). Representative of this average, the total hot water use on September 11th, 2014 was 1272 gallons.
This daily water use profile is shown in Figure 16. Looking closely at the plot, there was a scrapper and
wash tank fill at roughly 6:50 AM, and wash tank top-offs at 8:40 AM. The wash tank fill and top-off
volume totaled 55 gallons and occurred at a flow rate of approximately 20 gpm. The scrapper tank top-off
occurred more frequently throughout the day and totaled 365 gallons with a flow rate of 16 gpm. Rinse
water flowed at 3.7 gpm and totaled 815 gallons.
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Figure 16. Café
C Baadal plo
ot of daily water flow rates and
d total use

Results
The monitored data weere analyzed to
t deliver the following ressults in Tablee 1. The rinse water use at 701
gal/d was slightly moree than the cum
mulative scrap
pper and washh tank fill andd top-off of 6618 gal/d. Theere
was an av
verage of 2.4 tank
t
fills per day with an average
a
fill am
mount of 32.55 gallons for tthe scrapper aand
tank, whicch is close to the manufactturer specificaations of 36 ggallons per filll operation.
The averaage rinse flow
w rate was meaasured at 3.7 gpm over thee monitoring pperiod, whichh is below thee
specifications at 4.8 gp
pm. The real world
w
dishwasher peak hott water flow rrates are also important to help
with sizin
ng of the centrralized water heater. In thiss case, the peeak flow rate iin a 10-seconnd increment w
was
28.9 gpm,, which is info
formation thatt is used for siizing tanklesss water heaterrs. The majorrity of facilitiees
that installl conveyor diishwashers uttilize a centralized storage water heater or boiler withh storage tankk
where thee key sizing paarameter is th
he maximum hourly
h
hot waater demand. The max dem
mand in this
scenario is elevated at 1,033 gph sin
nce the oversp
pray at the scrrapper tank w
was excessive at instances w
where
washing a large numbeer of sheet pan
ns can activatte a lengthy taank fill operaation. Water uuse per hour oof
rinse operration is a new
w flow rate paarameter that originated duuring this projject. It allowss for accountiing
for the tottal water use of
o the dishwaasher and goes further to noormalize this value to per hhour of rinse
operation to allow for an
a equal com
mparison with other conveyyor dishwasheers. The dishw
washer water uuse
per hour of
o rinse operaation is 416 gp
ph.
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Table 1. Google Baadal data summary
Existing Stero
Daily Water Use
Scrapper Tank Water Use (gal/d)
Wash Tank Fill and Top-off Water Use (gal/d)
Rinse Water Use (gal/d)
Number of Fills per day
Gallons per Fill
Total Water Use (gal/d)
Flow Rates
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet Temperature (°F)
Scrapper Tank Fill Temperature (°F)
Tank Fill Water Temperature (°F)
Booster Inlet Temperature (°F)
Booster Outlet Temperature (°F)
Drain Temperature (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Estimated Boiler Energy (therms/d)
Wash Tank Heater Energy (therms/d)
Booster Heater Energy (therms/d)
Total Gas Energy (therms/d)
Gas Booster Efficiency
Dishwasher Electrical Energy (kWh/d)
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)

506
112
701
2.4
32.5
1319
3.7
28.9
1033
416
155
145
145
144
190
138
3.2
5.5
8.2
14.1
2.4
3.9
20.4
69%
15.2
1.9
2,088,128
658,194

The average rinse time of 3.2 hours was extrapolated from the water flow data. The average dishwasher
operating time of 5.5 hours was extrapolated from the energy monitoring of the gas booster heater and
electricity use of the conveyor. The daily rinse flow time is plotted on the left axis and the total hot water
use on the right axis in Figure 17. The plot shows that the rinse time and water use track each other well
and there are minor fluctuations in total hot water use from a day to day operation. The largest
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fluctuations occurred during
d
the firsst and fourth week
w
where w
water use on tthe Monday w
was around 1,,000
gal/d and by Thursday it approached
d 1,600 gal/d..

Figure 17. Café
C Baadal plo
ot of daily rinsee flow time and total hot waterr use

The total daily gas use required to operate
o
the disshwasher wass 20.4 therms. The majorityy of this gas
energy, 14
4.1 therms, was
w used to heeat cold water at the boiler to a nominal 155°F while a smaller porrtion,
was used to increase th
he hot water teemperature th
hrough the boooster and to m
maintain washh tank temperrature
b
outlet teemperature was
w estimated to be a nominnal 10°F highher than the
at 145°F. The central boiler
t factor for heat
h losses thrrough the pipping. The averrage annual cold water
delivered temperature to
ure was estimaated at 65°F, which translaates to a tempperature rise oof 90°F througgh the water
temperatu
heater. Th
he external bo
ooster heater operated
o
with
h an average eefficiency of 669% to heat hhot water from
m
144°F to 190°F. Electrricity was only
y used to pow
wer the dishw
washer controlls, pumps andd motors, and
totaled 15
5.2 kWh/d. To
o estimate thee probable con
ntribution to ppeak demandd, the average electricity usse is
divided by
y the operatin
ng span of thee dishwasher from
f
when it is turned on tto when it is tturned off. Thhe
resulting estimated
e
value is 1.9 kW,, which was used
u
to calculaate a monthlyy peak demannd charge
associated
d with the dish
hwasher. Fin
nally, by conv
verting the eleectricity use ddata to a comm
mon energy uunit of
Btu/h, thee total energy use of the disshwasher is calculated at 22,088,128 Btuu/d.

Lessons Learned
The biggeest surprise was
w the intensiity of overspraay exiting thee scrapper
section off the dishwash
her when wasshing large waares like sheeet pans.
Either thee use of sheet pan racks dessigned to hold
d the pans verrtically or
replacemeent of this dishwasher with
h another with
h a taller cavitty and/or a
longer len
ngth could sig
gnificantly red
duce the wateer waste assocciated with
the oversp
pray. The otheer lesson learrned was that the operator oor
maintenan
nce profession
nal cannot alw
ways depend on the pressuure gauge to
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establish proper rinse flow. In this case, with a gauge reading of 18 psi (Figure 18), which was within the
target pressure range, the rinse flow rate was only 44% of the specified rate. Either an inaccurate gauge
reading high or a restriction in the rinse flow stream could have caused the discrepancy.
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Google Backyard Café
Site Overview
This BBQ-inspired café serves breakfast and lunch during the work
week (Figure 19). It uses a 2005 Stero SCT-44 high-temperature
dishwasher with a natural-gas-fired tank and external booster heaters
and has a rated rinse water use of 290 gph or 4.8 gpm (Figure 20).

Figure 19: Backyard Cafe
Photo Credit: FourSquare

Monitoring Period
The dishwasher was monitored from August 22nd to October 9th, 2014
for a total of 47 days of which 34 were operating days. The monitoring
data summary split for each work day is shown in Appendix B.

Measurement Points
The water use was measured at a single hot water supply to the

Figure 20: Backyard Dishwasher

dishwasher (Figure 21) and accounted for water use through the
booster heater for rinse water, and for the tank fill water through a
connection branching to the dishwasher. Temperature was measured at
the inlet and outlet of the booster heater and at the drain. The gas
solenoid on/off state was monitored to estimate gas use by assuming
the nameplate gas input rates specifications for the tank and booster
heaters and integrating that rate over recorded on time. The electricity
use of the water pump motors, conveyor belt and controls was also

Figure 21: Mechanical meter
installation on inlet to booster

measured.

Challenges
Gathering energy data for this dishwasher was troublesome due to
instrumentation connection issues. Only one week of usable electrical
energy data was gathered, but because the machine used gas-fired
heaters, the electrical energy use was minimal (and consistent with the
similar machines in other monitoring projects), so the average daily
electricity use was confidently extrapolated from operating time data.
Similarly, only one week of wash tank heater gas use data was
gathered, but the average tank heater gas use was extrapolated by
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correlating gas use to water
w
consum
mption and opeerating time. Similar to thee Baadal dishhwasher, althoough
to a much
h lesser degreee, there was a tendency forr water to oveerspray out off the dishwashher and onto tthe
feed tablee and then dow
wn the pre-rin
nse sink drain
n (Figure 22).

Average Daily
D
Water Use
U Profile
The total hot water usee was 1010 gaallons on Septtember 26th, 22014; the watter use profilee for this date is
shown in Figure 23. Th
his day’s wateer use total is representativve of the overrall average of 1053 gal/d. The
wash tank
k fill (17 gal) and tank top offs (342 gal)) totaled 359 gal at an averrage flow ratee of 9.7 gpm.
Rinse watter flowed at a rate of 4.8 gpm
g
and totalled 651 gallonns for the dayy. Looking cloosely at the pllot,
there was one wash tan
nk fill at 7:00 AM and subssequent washh tank top-offs
fs throughout the rest of thee day.

Figure 23. Backyard
B
Café daily water flow
w rates and totaal use

Results
The monitoring data were
w analyzed to deliver thee following reesults in Table 2. The rinsee water use off 846
gal/d was four times more
m
than the wash
w
tank filll and top off oof 207 gal/d. There was siggnificantly less
overspray
y on this 44”-rrack conveyor compared to
o the prior 666”-rack conveeyor of the sam
me vintage annd
manufactu
urer. There was
w one wash tank
t
fill per day
d with an avverage fill volume of 16 gaallons, whichh is
close to th
he 20-gallon-ttank specificaation.
The averaage rinse flow
w rate measureed at 4.8 gpm
m matched the specificationns exactly. Thhe water use pper
hour of rin
nse operation
n at 345 gph was
w close to th
he manufactuurer’s specificcations for houurly rinse flow
w
rate at 290
0 gph and is a good indicattor that the machine
m
is opeerating efficieently as well aas being used
efficiently
y.
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Table 2. Google Backyard data summary
Existing Stero
Daily Water Use
Wash Tank Fill and Top-off Water Use (gal/d)
Rinse Water Use (gal/d)
Number of Fills per day
Gallons per Fill
Total Water Use (gal/d)
Flow Rates
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet Temperature (°F)
Tank Fill Water Temperature (°F)
Booster Inlet Temperature (°F)
Booster Outlet Temperature (°F)
Drain Temperature (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Estimated Boiler Energy (therms/d)
Wash Tank Heater Energy (therms/d)
Booster Heater Energy (therms/d)
Total Gas Energy (therms/d)
Dishwasher Electrical Energy (kWh/d)
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)

207
846
1.0
16.0
1053
4.8
11.1
345
363
160
151
151
184
142
2.9
4.1
8.8
11.7
2.8
5.9
20.4
9.8
1.1
2,073,438
714,978

The average sanitizing rinse time was 2.9 hours. The conveyor run time was 4.1 hours, or roughly half of
the dishwasher operating span from the initial fill at approximately 7 AM to shutdown at 3:30 PM. The
plot in Figure 24 shows six weeks of dishwasher operation. The rinse time and total water use track each
other well and there are moderate fluctuations in total hot water use and rinse time from a day to day or
sometimes weekly basis.
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Figure 24. Backyard
B
Café plot of daily rin
nse flow time an
nd total hot watter use

The total daily gas use required to operate
o
the disshwasher wass 20.4 therms. Approximattely half of thhis gas
energy, 11.7 therms, was
w used to heeat cold water at the boiler to a nominal 160°F while a smaller porrtion,
was used to increase th
he hot water teemperature th
hrough the boooster and to m
maintain washh tank temperrature
at 151°F. The same meethodology ass Café Baadall was used to estimate the ttemperature rrise at the cenntral
boiler and
d calculate thee estimated gaas use. The ex
xternal boosteer heater heatted hot water from 151°F tto
184°F. Beeing that this dishwasher an
nd booster are heated withh natural gas, electricity is only used to
power thee dishwasher controls,
c
pum
mps and motorrs, which totaaled 9.8 kWh//d. The probaable contributiion to
peak dem
mand was 1.1 kW.
k
The totaal energy use of the dishwaasher was calcculated at 2,0073,438 Btu/dd,
which is very
v
close to the
t dishwasheer monitored at Café Baaddal.

Lessons Learned
Upon witn
nessing the ov
verspray and resultant watter waste at tw
wo sites,
some sheeet pan racks (designed to hold
h
pans verttically) were bbrought
in to test their
t
performaance (Figure 25). Testing at
a the Backyaard Café
confirmed
d that the dedicated use of sheet pan raccks instead off running
the pans flat
f on conven
ntional racks could
c
significcantly cut dow
wn the
water wasste associated
d with oversprray
Overall, albeit
a
being an
n older, ineffiicient machin
ne, the unit pe rformed
to specificcation with reegards to enerrgy use, waterr temperaturees and
water flow
w rate even niine years after installation..
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Google Heritage Café
Overview
This small cafeteria serves American style fare until 8 PM. Their
niche is serving brunch all day during the work week. The café uses a
Hobart CL-64E high-temperature dishwasher equipped with natural
gas fired wash tank and powered-rinse tank heaters and an external
natural gas fired booster heater (Figure 26). The machine has a rated
rinse water use of 132 gph or 2.2 gpm.

Monitoring Period

Figure 26: Heritage dishwasher and
pre-rinse sink

Monitoring equipment was installed on the dishwasher in late November, but successful data gathering of
all monitoring points started on January 26th to March 10th, 2015 for a total of 46 days in which 31 days
where operating days. The monitoring data daily summaries are shown in Appendix C.

Measurement Points
This machine is designed with a single water inlet connection that is supplied from the booster heater,
meaning that all the water used by the dishwasher, including the fresh water rinse and tank fill, is first
heated by the booster heater (instead of using a separate hot water supply for the tank fill). In this
arrangement, one water meter was able to measure the total water use, and the data was easily filtered to
disaggregate rinse and fill activities. Temperature was measured at the inlet and outlet of the booster
heater, and at the drain. Rinse and wash tanks temperatures were measured to provide further insight into
the workings of the machine. The on/off state of the gas solenoid of the wash tank heater, rinse tank
heater and booster heater was monitored. The electricity use of the water pump motors, conveyor belt and
controls was also measured.

Pre Rinse Monitoring
This site was one of three sites where the pre-rinse station was submetered. This site was selected as it utilized a scrapper, which had not
previously been studied by FSTC. Water was used for the 2.5 gpm
pre-rinse spray valve, the scrapper and by the degreaser solution
dispenser in Figure 27. The scrapper works by passing large volumes
of water in a waterfall effect over the rack or individual wares and

Figure 27: Pre-rinse station

reuses the water continuously while typically adding 2 gpm of fresh water into the mix.
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We had initially assumed that the hot water used for the degreaser
solution to pre-soak utensils in the rectangular tub in Figure 27 would be
minor. But on occasions, the degreaser solution hose line was redirected
to the scrapper basin (Figure 28) and was a contributor to the overall
water waste. When it was redirected, it was on continuously during the
dishwashing period for the purpose of adding heat to the scrapper water.
The pre-rinse sprayer was used on demand using tempered water,
whereas the scrapper was on continuously using cold water during the
meal period and sometimes operating unattended.

Figure 28: Hot water hose used to
heat cold scrapper water

Challenges
There were operating inconsistencies of the booster heater in both remembering to switch the booster
heater ON during operating hours and turning it OFF during closing hours. Furthermore on one occasion
there was an apparent malfunction as the switch was found in the ON position while the booster heater
was not working. In total, the booster heater was turned completely OFF or was only operating for part of
the day on a total of 13 days out of the total of 31 and exhibited an average outlet temperature of 147°F as
compared to the 184°F with the booster on. For the purposes of this report and better comparison with
other dishwashers, the daily booster heater energy use data was normalized for the non-conforming days.
This particular site utilized sheet pan racks for washing flat objects like cutting
boards, lids and sheet pans (Figure 29). This measure greatly reduces the water
and energy use of the dishwasher as multiple objects can be washed on the
same rack, and the angle in which the spray heads hit the wares minimizes
overspray leaving the machine out table. This practice was great to observe,
but operating consistency is still needed as on another occasion sheet pans
were washed the conventional way horizontally placed on a rack.
There was a three day period starting in the afternoon of February 3rd until
closing of operation on February 5th where the dishwasher was malfunctioning
(Figure 30). For the first 2.5 days, it appears that the rinse activation lever was
stuck in the on position, which is caused the fresh water rinse to operate
anytime the conveyor was running. From 9:30 PM to 10:40 PM, it appears that

Figure 29: Conventional
washing of sheet pans (top)
vs. efficient washing of
sheet pans (bottom)

the drain was left open as the tank fill was continuously activated until the machine is shut down for the
night. On average, on the three affected days, the water use doubled from an average of 1262 gallons on
an average day to 2503 gallons. The energy use increased as well, with an 83% increase in gas use and a
55% increase in dishwasher electricity use. The booster inlet and outlet temperature graphically show the
nearly continuous rinse flow operation until the prolonged tank fill operation beginning at 9:30 PM.
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Figure 30: Dishwasher
D
rin
nse and fill prob
blems

Average Daily
D
Water Use
U Profile
The total hot water usee was 1380 gaallons on Febrruary 12th, 20015, The wateer use total is representative of
the overalll average of 1382 gallons per day (gal/d
d). This dailyy water use prrofile for this date is shownn in
Figure 31. Looking clo
osely at the pllot, there was one rinse andd wash tank ffill at roughly 6 AM totalinng 42
gallons an
nd wash tank top-offs the rest
r of the way
y, shown in ddark orange. T
The wash tankk fill and top--off
totaled 80
01 gallons at a water flow rate
r of 6.8 gpm
m. The rinse flow rate wass 3.0 gpm forr a total waterr use
of 579 galllons. Overalll, the dishwassher is used prretty continuoously from thhe morning brreakfast to thee
evening dinner
d
period, which is con
nsistent with itts all-day bre akfast themedd operation.

Figure 31. Heritage
H
Café daily
d
water flow
w rates and totall use

Results
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The monitored data was analyzed to deliver the following average results in Table 3. The rinse water use
at 659 gal/d was comparable to the tank fills and top off operations at 723 gal/d. There was one tank fill
per day with an average fill of 61 gallons. This exceeds the specified wash and rinse tank volume at 45
gallons. On 1/3 of the days analyzed for tank fills, either the drains where not closed prior to starting a fill
operation or there was a cleaning function that elevated the average fill to 95 gal/d. The average
dishwasher water use at 1,382 gal/d was greatly overshadowed by the pre-rinse water use at 3,145 gal/d.
Table 3. Google Heritage data summary
Existing Hobart
Daily Water Use
Wash Tank Fill and Top-off Water Use (gal/d)
Rinse Water Use (gal/d)
Number of Fills per day
Gallons per Fill
Total Dishwasher Water Use (gal/d)
Total Pre-Rinse Operation Water Use (gal/d)
Flow Rates
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Pre-Rinse Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet Temperature (°F)
Tank Fill Water Temperature (°F)
Booster Inlet Temperature (°F)
Booster Outlet Temperature (°F)
Drain Temperature (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Estimated Boiler Energy (therms/d)
Wash and Rinse Tank Heater Energy (therms/d)
Booster Heater Energy (therms/d)
Total Gas Energy (therms/d)
Gas Booster Efficiency
Dishwasher Electrical Energy (kWh/d)
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)

723
659
1.0
61
1,382
3,145
2.9
7.8
349
367
835
155
143
143
184
147
3.8
8.3
13.6
14.8
7.1
6.2
28.1
76%
28.0
2.1
2,901,730
770,499
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The rinse flow rate measured at 2.9 gpm is abovee the specificaations at 2.2 ggpm. The peaak flow rate w
was
reasonably
y low at 7.8 gpm.
g
The watter use per hour of rinse opperation at 367 gph was alm
most three tim
mes
the manuffacturer’s speecifications fo
or hourly rinsee flow rate. T
This unit was nnot operating efficiently duue to
the water waste from taank top offs and
a elevated rinse
r
flow ratee. The pre-rinnse water use per hour of
dishwasheer rinse operaation was extrremely high at
a 835 gph.
The averaage daily rinsee time was 3.8
8 hours. The conveyor daiily run time w
was 8.3 hours and operatingg
span was calculated at 13.6 hours. The
T plot in Fig
gure 32 show
ws six weeks oof dishwasherr rinse time annd
total wateer use. Exceptt for the secon
nd week wherre there was a rinse and filll malfunctionn, the rest of tthe
weeks hav
ve relatively moderate
m
rinsse flow time and
a water usee. Fridays are notably slow
w days.

Figure 32. Heritage
H
Café plot
p of daily rinsse flow time and total hot wateer use

This dishw
washer is pred
dominately ru
un by natural gas, which iss responsible for 100% of iits water heatting
needs. Th
he total daily gas
g use requirred to operatee the dishwashher was 28.1 therms. Apprroximately haalf of
this was used
u
to heat co
old water at th
he boiler to a nominal 1555°F while appproximately a quarter was uused
to increase the hot wateer temperaturre through thee booster and another quartter to maintaiin wash and rrinse
tank temp
peratures. Thee external boo
oster heater heeated hot watter from 143°F
F to 184°F. T
The external
booster heeater has an average
a
operatting efficienccy of 76%. Beeing that this ddishwasher annd booster arre
heated with natural gass, electricity is only used to
o power the ddishwasher coontrols, pumps and motors,,
which totaaled 28.0 kW
Wh/d. The prob
bable contribu
ution to peak demand was 2.1 kW. Thee total energyy use
of the dish
hwasher was calculated at 2,901,730 Bttu/d. The dishhwasher energgy use per houur of rinse
operation was 770,499 Btu/h.

Lessons Learned
The biggeest surprise was
w that only one
o daily tank
k fill operationn was satisfacctory for the ddishwasher
operation that spanned over 13 hourrs. Although sheet
s
pan rackks where pressent in the disshroom, we arre
unsure to what extent they
t
reduced the
t tank top off
o needs of thhe machine siince they werre not consisteently
used and more
m
importaantly tank fillss and top offss accounted too more than hhalf of the totaal daily waterr use.
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Google Masa Café
Site Overview
This large cafeteria serves Mexican fare from 8 AM to 5:30 PM
(Figure 33) covering the breakfast and lunch meal periods during the
work week and lunch and dinner periods on the weekend. The café
uses a Hobart CLPS-86ER high-temperature dishwasher with an
integrated EAHR device (Figure 34). The unit has an integrated
electric booster heater and electric tank heaters. The rated rinse water
use is 133 gph or 2.2 gpm. This unit has a scrapper tank, a wash tank

Figure 33: Masa Café dining room
Photo Credit: Yelp

and a rinse tank. Our understanding of how the unit works prior to
testing was that the unit uses a hot water supply for tank fills and top
offs and cold water supply that is pre-heated (after passing through the
heat exchanger and booster heater) for rinse operation. This
dishwasher was the most complex and also the most efficient
dishwasher amongst the four Google sites monitored.

Monitoring Period

Figure 34: Masa Café dishwasher

Successful data gathering started on November 21st, 2014 and continued until March 10th, 2015.
Excluding the days when the café was closed, data was gathered for 93 days in which the first 62 days
were used for calculating average daily use. The monitored data and calculated parameters for each work
day are shown in Appendix D.

Measurement Points
Electricity use was measured to the unit at two main feed supply points, separating the booster heater use
and dishwasher use. Dishwasher electricity use includes the operation of the
wash and rinse tank heaters, water pump motors, conveyor belt and
controls. Two Badger meters where used to measure the hot and cold water
entering the dishwasher. Temperature was measured to the inlet and outlet
of the booster heater, the incoming cold water and at the drain. Tank
temperatures were measured at the rinse, wash, and scrapper tanks to
provide further insight into the workings of the machine.

Pre Rinse Monitoring
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This pre-rrinse station was
w selected for
f monitoring
g as it had insstalled the sam
me componennts of a pre-rinse
spray valv
ve and scrapp
per (Figure 35
5) as the Herittage site. At thhis site, staff training and commitment to
minimize water use waas taken seriou
usly by dishro
oom staff andd the Executivve Chef who had begun hiis
career in commercial
c
kitchens
k
in thee dishroom. Water
W
was onlly used by thee 1.15 gpm sppray valve and the
scrapper was
w not used. Using the ind
dustrial hose that was intennded for cleanning the floorrs was outlaw
wed
by manag
gement for rin
nsing wares.

Challengees
During th
he last 31 dayss of monitorin
ng, the record
ded cold waterr usage of thee dishwasher reduced
drastically
y, with specullation that either the cold water
w
supply tto the machinne was nearlyy shut off or foor
some otheer reason the dishwasher
d
was
w operating outside norm
mal specificatiions. Thus thiis data was om
mitted
from the results
r
below.. Also, Decem
mber 17th wass the last day tthat the drainn water temperature sensor was
reading co
orrectly, for th
he remainder of the test peeriod, the senssor was discoonnected from
m the drain pippe.

Average Daily
D
Water Use
U Profile
The representative average day wateer use profile is shown in F
Figure 36, tottaling 1,330 ggallons. The hhot
and cold water
w
use meaasured was ro
oughly equal. There was onne rinse and w
wash tank filll at 8 AM totaaling
177 gallon
ns which is more
m
than the manufacturer
m
r’s specificati on of 68 galloons. Overall, the dishwashher is
used almo
ost continuously from the morning
m
break
kfast to the evvening cleanuup with a few
w lulls during the
day.

Figure 36. Masa
M
Café dailyy water flow rattes and total usse

Results
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Table 4. Google Masa data summary
Existing Hobart
Daily Water Use
Hot Water Use (gal/d)
Cold Water Use (gal/d)
Wash Tank Fill and Top-off Water Use (gal/d)
Rinse Water Use (gal/d)
Number of Fills per day
Gallons per Fill
Total Dishwasher Water Use (gal/d)
Total Pre-Rinse Operation Water Use (gal/d)
Flow Rates
Hot Water Flow Rate (gpm)
Cold Water Flow Rate (gpm)
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Dishwasher Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Pre-Rinse Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet Temperature (°F)
Hot Inlet (°F)
Cold Inlet (°F)
Heat Exchanger Inlet Temperature (°F)
Booster Outlet Temperature (°F)
Rinse Tank (°F)
Wash Tank (°F)
Scrapper Tank (°F)
Drain Temperature (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Estimated Boiler Energy (therms/d)
Wash and Rinse Tank Heater and Dishwasher Electricity Use (kWh/d)
Booster Heater Energy (kWh/d)
Total Electricity Use (kWh/d)
Electric Booster Efficiency with Heat Exchanger
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)
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655
670
473
852
1.0
67.5
1,325
75
1.7
1.5
2.4
18.7
150
243
14
140
128
65
93
182
158
155
139
131
5.4
10.8
12.7
5.8
268
201
469
93%
37.1
2,184,750
401,493
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On an average day, there were 655 gallons of hot water and 670 gallons of cold water used to operate this
dishwasher. The rinse water use at 852 gal/d was more than the tank fill and top off water use of 473 gal/d
in Table 4. This means that there was less overspray occurring with this dishwasher versus the prior units
monitored which were all smaller and had less physical separation between tanks. There was only one
tank fill per day at the start of the day with an average of 67.5 gallons, which meets the manufacturers
specifications for wash and rinse tank volume. The average pre-rinse spray valve water use at 75 gal/d
was very low and almost negligible to the dishwasher average daily water use.
The unit utilizes hot water and cold water simultaneously at average
flow rates of 1.7 gpm and 1.5 gpm, respectively. The simultaneous
and relatively even flow rate of hot and cold water for filling and
rinsing operations for this dishwasher with integrated heat recovery
was surprising. The working assumption was prior to monitoring this
dishwasher that hot water would be used mainly for tank fills while
cold water would be predominately used for the rinse operation when
the heat exchanger has warmed up. The rinse flow rate measured at

Figure 37: Rinse pressure gauge
reading at 17.5 psi

2.4 gpm is not far off the manufacturer’s specifications at 2.2 gpm.
The correlating rinse pressure at the gauge was 17.5 psi (Figure 37), which is lower than recommended
industry setting of 20 psi.
The peak flow rate which is used for sizing tankless heaters was 18.7 gpm and the maximum hourly hot
water demand was 150 gph for sizing storage heaters. The water use per hour of rinse operation at 243
gph was reasonable since it included tank fill operations for its calculation. The pre-rinse water use per
hour of dishwasher rinse operation was extremely low at 14 gph.
The analysis of this heat recovery machine was more complicated versus conventional dishwashers due to
the simultaneous hot and cold water use operations. The average daily rinse time was calculated at 5.4
hours. The conveyor daily run time was 10.8 hours and operating span was 12.7 hours with only two
hours of idle time, calculated as the difference between run time and operating span. The dishwasher is
utilized very well with minimal idle time. The plot in Figure 38 shows six weeks of dishwasher rinse time
and total water use plotted on the two vertical axes. The dishwasher had some major malfunctions on
February 13th through the 15th in what appears to be an open drain or partially blocked drain. When the
conveyor dishwasher was in operation, the machine was actively filling the tanks throughout the work
day. The rest of the weeks were relatively moderate with respect to total daily water use with reductions
in water use and rinse time between the work week and weekend periods.
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Figure 38. Masa
M
Café plot of daily rinse flow
f
time and to
otal hot water uuse

The hot water
w
demand at the dishwaasher requiress the use of 5..8 therms/d off natural gas tto heat water at
the boiler to approximaately 140°F. The
T average hot
h water suppply temperatuure delivered to the dishwaasher
F. The hot waater mixes witth cold water to reach the iinlet of the heeat recovery ddevice at 93°F
F.
was 128°F
The waterr is preheated
d in the heat ex
xchanger befo
fore reaching tthe booster heeater where itt is heated to an
average teemperature off 182°F using
g 201 kWh/d of
o electricity. The dishwassher used an aadditional 2688
kWh/d to power the co
ontrols, pumps, motors, and
d maintain thee water tempeeratures in the rinse tank
nd wash tank (150°F). Thee internal booster heater annd heat exchannger combinee for an averaage
(158°F) an
operating efficiency off 93%. The prrobable contriibution to peaak demand waas 37.1 kW. T
The total enerrgy
use of thee dishwasher was
w calculated at 2,184,750 Btu/d. The daily energy use is dividedd by the averaage
hours of rinse
r
operation
n resulting in
n a normalized
d energy use rrate of 401,4993 Btu/h.

Lessons Learned
It was surrprising that a significant amount
a
of hot water was suupplied to
the heat exchanger durring normal op
peration, which reduced thhe
effectiven
ness of the EA
AHR device.
This site also
a had the most
m efficient pre-rinse opeerations of thee four
Google sites visited. Th
hey consisten
ntly used sheeet pan racks annd had

Fiigure 39: Long unloading tablee with
auuto conveyor shhut off on rightt edge

long tablees on the entraance and exit ends of the machine
m
in whhich they
utilized well
w by runnin
ng continuous racks back to
o back. The ddishroom
had installed conveyorr shut off swittches shown in Figure 39 thhat
reduces wear
w and tear on
o the machin
ne and racks as
a well as impproving
the efficieency of the co
onveyor dishw
washing operaation to some extent.
Although sheet pan raccks where useed, we quickly
y realized thaat during
high-speeed dishwashin
ng operations, it is easy to dislodge
d
a sheeet pan
or two fro
om its rack an
nd have it obsttruct the dishw
washer conveeyor
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process thus causing the machine to be shut down and manually
corrected (Figure 40). Sheet pan racks are designed for specific
dishwashers and using a generic sheet pan rack depending on the angle
of racking or sheet pan pitch can cause obstructions when passing
through the cavity. It is recommended that a taller dishwasher cavity
be specified if planning to wash large wares and making sure that the

Figure 41: Open ended design of
sheet pan rack

correct sheet pan racks are purchased. Additionally, the one side open
ended design of a sheet pan rack makes it easier for the racks to get dislodged (Figure 41.
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Stanford Wilbur Café (Original Dishwasher)
Site Overview
The size of this kitchen and dining area is 22,000 square feet with a total of 650 seats, serving an average
of 1,300 meals per day. On average, 230 meals are served for breakfast, 550 for lunch and 575 for dinner.
Operating hours are from 7:30 AM to 7 PM, for 7 days a week while students are attending classes.
The original dishwasher used in this café was a 2001 Stero SCT108S high-temperature dishwasher (Figure 42) with a rated
throughput of 309 racks per hour. Its rated rinse water use is 272 gph
or 4.5 gpm. This was a steam heated model utilizing a centralized
steam boiler to provide direct steam to the tank heaters and to
indirectly heat water through a heat exchanger for the final rinse
operation. This was the largest rack conveyor tested during this study,

Figure 42: Wilbur Café original dishwasher

and included a scrapper tank, a wash tank and a rinse tank. The initial
observations during the first site audit was that the dishroom was very
hot and steamy—even with 3 fans in operation (Figure 43). After a
visual check of the elevated rinse and tank temperatures, the usage of
a steam distribution system and the layout of the dishwashing tables. It
was immediately apparent that this would be a great site to monitor an
Figure 43: Steamy dishroom with 3 fans

old inefficient dishwasher.

Monitoring Period
Initially the research team found it very difficult to gain access to this dishwasher for monitoring. After 6
months of helping Stanford make the case for upgrading this unit to a new high-efficiency model, access
was finally provided only 2 weeks prior to its replacement. Still, one of the goals of this project was do a
pre- and post- dishwasher retrofit study whenever possible, so it was decided that although it was going to
be a short monitoring window, the savings data would be very valuable. Data gathering started on
November 30th, 2014 and continued until December 12th, 2015 when the students were let out for winter
break. Data was gathered for a total of 13 days. The monitored data and calculated parameters for each
work day are shown in Appendix E.

Measurement Points
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Electricity use in this case was monitored to measure the minimal electric functions of running the
conveyor motor, water pumps and controls. Two Fuji ultrasonic flow meters were used to measure the
tank fill and rinse lines leading to the dishwasher. Temperature was measured at these fill and rinse lines
as well as at the drain. Tank temperatures were also measured at the powered rinse, wash, and scrapper
tanks. The gas use associated with the steam-heated tanks, booster heater, and water supply was estimated
(further discussed below).

Challenges
The installation of monitoring equipment on this steam based system was very challenging in several
respects. First, the steam entering the kitchen goes through a steam to hot water heat exchanger whereby
domestic hot water is blended to condense the steam, providing hot water at 180°F or higher for the
sanitizing rinse. Due to either the setting or age of the heat exchanger, the outlet rinse water contained a
mixture of hot water and steam which occasionally caused the temperature sensors to read excessively
elevated rinse temperatures. In response, any temperature readings above 208°F were readjusted down to
208°F while any temperature below this threshold was left unchanged. As part of our instrumentation
calibration process, we uncovered that the dishwasher auto fill
function was not working consistently due to worn out relay switches
(Figure 44). The switches only sometimes triggered the wash tank fill
solenoid valve to open in order to fill it while simultaneously filling
the scrapper and rinse tanks. Consequently, a manual fill of all three
tanks was required to ensure that the tanks were full.
In Figure 42 on the left there is a hard 90 degree corner on the dish

Figure 44: Tank fill relay switch

table that requires a staff member to manually dislodge the rack after it
has been rinsed (the original motor and drive roller system designed to
move the racks had long since failed). Otherwise the rack could not
travel further, thereby causing a backup of racks through the machine.
The excessive wear and tear from this had caused many of the racks in
the dishwasher to wear out prematurely (Figure 45) causing them to
not advance through the dishwasher until a following rack in good
working order pushes the worn rack through the machine.

Figure 45: Rack wear and tear

Average Daily Water Use Profile
Total hot water use on December 7th, 2014 was 1,515 gallons, representative of the overall daily average
of 1,372 gal/d. The water use profile for this date is shown in Figure 46. Looking closely at the plot shows
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three tank
k fills: one at roughly
r
6:50 AM, anotherr at 8:25 AM, and the last oone at 4:18. T
The rest of thee
flows shown in dark orrange are tank
k top offs.
b the rinse flo
ow rate profille in dark red,, the dishwashher is used peeriodically forr the morningg
Judging by
breakfast period while continuous dishwashing
d
sessions only occur during the lunch andd dinner perioods.
The plot also
a reveals th
hree abnormaally lengthy rinse periods, iillustrated by the hollow seections in the rinse
flow at ap
pproximately 1:30 PM and prior to and after
a
6 PM. A
Anecdotally, tthese periods may be attribbuted
triggering thee rinse sensorr while stalledd out in the m
to a rack continuously
c
machine.

Figure 46. Wilbur
W
Cafe December 7th wateer flow rates an
nd average daily
ly water use graaph

The maxim
mum daily water
w
use profiile occurred on
o December 2nd and is shoown in Figuree 47. On this dday
2,738 galllons were useed for the tank
k fill and top off
o while onlyy 595 gallonss were used foor the rinse. T
There
were two tank fill sessiions at 10 AM
M and 7 PM where
w
water w
waste from thee fill operatioon totaled roughly
2,500 galllons.
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Figure 47. Wilbur
W
Cafe December 2nd watter flow rates an
nd maximum da
daily water use ggraph

The norm
mal daily waterr use profile without
w
any water
w
waste evvents occurreed on Decembber 6th in Figuure
48. On thiis day 192 gallons were ussed for the tan
nk fill and topp off and 601 gallons were used for the rrinse.

Figure 48. Wilbur
W
Cafe December 2nd watter flow rates an
nd maximum da
daily water use ggraph

Results
Monitored
d data was an
nalyzed to deliver the results in Table 5 for the existinng and new ddishwashers, aand
the saving
gs from replaccement. With
h the original dishwasher
d
onn an average day, there weere 125 gallonns
used for taank fills, 586 gallons used for tank top offs,
o
and 660 gallons usedd for rinsing. T
The tank and
maintenan
nce fills accou
unted for morre than half off the total wat
ater use on an average day due to the
significan
nt water wastee calculated att 484 gal/d. There
T
were tw
wo tank fills per day averagging 37 gallonns.
This total corresponds with the auto
omatic fill of the
t scrapper aand rinse tankks (15 and 24 gal, respectivvely),
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assuming that the wash tank is filled manually. The average daily total water use for this lightly utilized
machine was 1,372 gal/d. The average total daily industrial spray valve water use was 1,282 gallons from
the three hoses used in the dishroom for pre-rinsing wares which is high considering the mild use of the
dishroom.
The measured rinse flow rate of 5.3 gpm is 15% above the manufacturer’s specifications of 4.5 gpm. For
water heater sizing purposes, the peak flow rate was measured at 35.4 gpm and the maximum hourly hot
water demand was 1,424 gph. The hourly demand is inflated since operating practices periodically lead to
large periods of hot water waste. The dishwasher water use per hour of rinse operation at 667 gph was
also elevated. The pre-rinse water use per hour of dishwasher rinse operation was extremely high at 623
gph.
Table 5 Stanford data summary
Original Stero
Daily Energy Use and Booster Efficiency
Hot Water (gal/d)
Cold Water (gal/d)
Rinse Use (gal/d)
Tank Fill and Top Off (gal/d)
Tank Fills (gal/d)
Top Off (gal/d)
Number of Fills
Gallons Per Fill
Water Waste (gal/d)
Total Dishwasher Water Use (gal/d)
Total Pre-Rinse Water Use (gal/d)
Average Flow Rates
Hot Water (gpm)
Cold Water (gpm)
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Dishwasher Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Pre-Rinse Water Use Per Hour of Rinse (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet (°F)
Hot During Flow (°F)
Cold During Flow (°F)
Heat Exchanger Inlet During Flow (°F)
Rinse During Flow (°F)
Fill During Flow (°F)
Rinse Tank (°F)

661
711
125
586
2.0
37
484
1,372
1,282

5.3
35.4
1424
667
623
212

194
123
148
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Replacement Hobart
334
294
319
309
235
74
2.0
111
95
628

3.4
1.7
2.5
5.9
314
301

Savings

342
402

389
744

2.8
29.5
1110
366

145
120
66
79

161
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Wash Tank (°F)
Scrapper Tank (°F)
Drain (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Total Gas Use (therms/d)
Dishwasher Energy (kWh/d)
Booster Energy (kWh/d)
Total Electricity Use (kWh/d)
Electric Booster Efficiency with Heat Exchanger
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)
Facility Parameters
Water Use Per 1000 Square Feet (gal/1000ft2)
Water Use Per Seat (gal/seat)
Water Use Per Meal (gal/meal)
Energy Use Per 1000 Square Feet (Btu/1000ft2)
Energy Use Per Seat (Btu/seat)
Energy Use Per Meal (Btu/meal)
Annual Operating Costs
Water and Sewer Cost2
Gas Cost3
Electricity Cost4
Demand Charge5
Total Annual Cost

167
151
142

162
133
124

2.1
5.1
12.7

2.1
8.5
13.1

30.2
21

1.7
3,095,860
1,504,373

3.2
191*
85
276
102%
21.2
1,260,150
603,262

62.3
2.1
1.1
140,721
4,763
2,381

28.6
1.0
0.5
57,279
1,939
969

$6,693
$11,037
$1,303
$283
$19,316

$3,065
$1,160
$17,138
$3,618
$24,981

21

27.0

-255
-19.5
1,835,710
901,111

$3,628
$9,877
-$15,835
-$3,335
-$5,665

1With

Electric Tank Heat, 2$10/HCF (Weighted mean of restaurant water and sewer costs for 8 largest California cities),
(PG&E 2015 small commercial gas rates), 4$0.17/kWh (PG&E 2015 Avg. A-10 & E-19 commercial electricity rates),
5$19/kW (PG&E 2015 Avg. A-10 & E-19 commercial electricity rates)
3$1/therm

With a length of 108” and a rinse time of 2.1 hours, this dishwasher is greatly oversized considering the
average demand on the dishwasher and the short operating hours (shown on the earlier flow profile plots).
The rinse flow time was the lowest in the group, while this rack-conveyor dishwasher is the largest in the
group. It is assumed that this value is artificially low since racks were observed passing through the rinse
cavity without activating the fresh water rinse. The dishwasher operating time of 5.1 hours for three meal
periods is less than two hours per meal period. The total dishwasher operating span of 12.7 hours
indicates lengthy idling between meal periods. The operating time and operating span when compared to
the rinse time illustrates the overall underutilization of the dishwasher.
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The plot in
i Figure 49 shows
s
a period of two week
ks where dishhwasher rinsee time and total water use w
were
analyzed together.
t
Thee dishwasher had
h some majjor malfunctioons on Decem
mber 1st throuugh the 3rd in w
what
appears to
o be occasions where the drain
d
was left open during ttank filling orr rinse operattion. The rest of
the days were
w pretty moderate
m
for riinse time and total water u se. Both thesee parameters track each otther
well for th
he remaining ten days wheere the machin
ne was operatting normallyy.

Figure 49. Wilbur
W
Café plo
ot of daily rinse flow time and total hot water use on original dishwasher

This dishw
washer is pred
dominately ru
un by natural gas as the steeam output froom the centraalized boiler oon
campus iss directly injected into the tank
t
heaters to
t maintain teemperature annd utilized byy the heat
exchangerr for the sanittizing rinse. The
T operating efficiency att which naturaal gas is used to generate steam,
distribute it and converrt it to domesttic hot water was estimatedd to be 50% ffor the calculaation of gas uuse.
The hot water
w
demand at the dishwaasher requiress the use of ann estimated 30.2 therms/d of natural gass to
heat waterr, distribute itt to the dishw
washer, and maintain rinse ttank (148°F) and wash tannk (167°F) waater
temperatu
ures. It appearrs that the steaam injectors were
w not workking to heat tthe rinse tank, thus relying on
the elevatted fresh wateer rinse tempeerature to keep
p it hot. The aaverage hot w
water supply ttemperature
delivered to the dishwaasher was 123
3°F for the fill and 194°F ffor the rinse. E
Electricity usee was measurred to
power thee dishwasher controls,
c
pum
mps and motorrs to an averaage
daily totall of 21 kWh/d
d. The probab
ble contributio
on to peak
demand was
w a low 1.7 kW. The totaal energy use of the
dishwasheer was calculaated at 3,095,,860 Btu/d. Th
he daily energgy
use is diviided by the av
verage hours of rinse operaation resultingg
in a normalized energy
y use rate of 1,504,373 Btu
u/h.
washer operatted at the high
hest elevated temperaturess
This dishw
seen thus far-- all temp
perature gaugee readings exceeded
urer’s minimu
um specificattions by 15 to 20°F (Figuree
manufactu
50) during
g the initial siite visit. The elevated
e
wateer temperaturees
and the un
ninsulated steeam heat exch
hanger that waas radiating hheat
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into the room contributed to a hot and steamy dishroom. The average scrapper tank temperature at 151°F
was elevated since the cold water supply to the scrapper tank was disconnected. Scrapper tank
temperatures should normally be in the 110°F range. The purpose of the scrapper tank is to use warm
water to knock down food debris, however if the water temperature is too high certain types of food
debris can get baked onto the dishes.

Lessons Learned
The biggest lesson learned about this dishwasher and more so the overall dishroom is that it fits the mold
for absolute inefficiency on all accounts: equipment specification, operation and maintenance, and
dishroom design. To start, the cafeteria dishroom design relies on automatic mechanical operations that
inevitably break down, and in doing so makes the rest of the sanitation process more inefficient.
Originally, the design relied on a cafeteria tray delivery system to a trough-based pre-rinse system, with
rack advancing systems on both ends of the machine. The trough based system is now broken or no
longer used, thus it is being supplemented by three industrial hoses with pre-rinse sprayers operating at 57 gpm (Figure 51). Moving along the warewashing assembly, the rack advance system works well on the
entrance but is restricted on the other end due to a broken rack advance feature, causing a bottleneck for
the racks moving through the hard 90° turn. The dishwasher is oversized and poorly maintained by
engineering/maintenance staff, although it was one of the cleanest machines studied. Lastly, the heat loss
from the uninsulated heat exchanger next to the dishwasher, coupled with the elevated water temperatures
delivered to the machine by the steam distribution system made the room very uncomfortable to work in
while being a major contributor to energy waste.

Figure 51: Dishroom pictures from left (dishwasher outlet) to right (pre-rinse station)
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Stanford Wilbur Café (Replacement Dishwasher)
Site Overview
Over the winter holidays, Stanford replaced older Stero conveyor
dishwashers in three cafeterias. At Wilbur Café, a Hobart CLPS-86ER
was installed (Figure 52). It is a heat recovery unit that also has an
electric internal booster heater and electric tank heaters. The electrical
service was upgraded to accommodate this additional load. The rated
rinse water use is 133 gph or 2.2 gpm. The internal water connections
with these advanced dishwashers with heat recovery are very

Figure 52: Replacement Hobart dishwasher

extensive (Figure 53). The benefits of the new unit include the steam
removal system, insulated doors and door seal system, which
combined and with the elimination of the steam heat exchanger system
made for a comfortable work environment even without the room fans
running. Additional features of the high-efficiency dishwasher include
a door actuated drain closure system, vent fan control, energy saver
mode, and integrated booster heater.
Figure 53: Hobart dishwasher internals

Monitoring Period
Data collection started on January 10th, 2015 and continued until April 28th, 2015. During the initial
period until February 26, the dishwasher was operated as commissioned, except for a period from January
23rd to February 4th where the dishwasher was monitored with the hot water turned off. Upon preliminary
data analysis it was observed that the machine was not operating efficiently as it was using excessive
amounts of hot water instead of a higher fraction of cold water (heat recovered). It was communicated
with Stanford and Hobart that the machine didn’t appear to be working well. We are unsure if any
adjustments were made by Hobart technicians, but the dishwasher started performing as designed on
February 27th until March 10th. On Wednesday March 11th the cold water was turned off for testing
purposes and remained off for the rest of the monitoring period. Overall the dishwasher was monitored
for a total of 101 days, in which the 12 days where the machine was operating properly were used for
calculating average daily use. The monitored data and calculated parameters for each work day are shown
in Appendix F for all test conditions listed below:
1. Originally installed dishwasher (Energy recovery system not performing)
2. Recommissioned dishwasher (energy recovery system working as designed)
3. Highest efficiency operation (cold water supply only)
4. Lowest efficiency operation (hot water supply only)
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Measurem
ment Points
The same instrumentattion setup wass used for botth the originaal and
replacemeent dishwasheer, with the ad
ddition of onee electric meteer.
Electricity
y use was measured at two
o points for th
he booster heaater and
dishwasheer independen
ntly using thee energy meter instrumentaation
shown in Figure 54. Tw
wo Fuji ultrassonic meters (one
(
transduccer
m
the hot
h and cold w
water
shown in Figure 55) where used to measure

Fiigure 54: Electrricity metering
innstrumentation

entering th
he dishwasheer. Temperatu
ure was measu
ured at the inccoming
hot and co
old water supp
plies, at the in
nlet and outleet of the boostter
heater, an
nd at the drain
n (hot water an
nd drain temp
perature sensoor
locations displayed in Figure
F
A). Taank temperatu
ures were meaasured at
the rinse, wash, and scrrapper tanks.
The two major
m
function
ns of the dish
hwasher in waashing and rinnsing

Fiigure 55: One w
water meter andd two
teemperature sensor locations

wares and
d dumping and filling the tanks were sho
own graphicaally in Figure 56. Washingg and rinsing aand
tank top off
o operations continue unttil about 2:10 PM. At this ppoint, hot andd cold water fflow stops andd the
drain temp
perature was elevated to arround 165°F in
i purple whiich was the taank dump opeeration. At 2:115
PM the taank fill was in
nitiated and th
he cycle startss again.

Figure 56: Visual plot of dishwasher
d
rinsse and tank dum
mp and fill funcctions
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Challengees
The biggeest challenge faced after an
nalyzed the prreliminary dat
ata on the new
w dishwasher was to confirrm
with the manufacturer’
m
’s technicians on whether the
t dishwasheer was commiissioned correectly. Early
observatio
ons in the dish
hroom spotted
d that the exh
haust ventilatiion system foor the dishwassher was off aand
that the en
nergy recoverry system on the
t dishwasheer was not recceiving cold w
water for corrrect operationn. The
data leadss us to think th
hat this mach
hine was not commissioned
c
d properly aftter installationn, but the unitt was
fixed and working corrrectly later in the monitorin
ng period afteer we contacteed the techniccians. FSTC
worked with
w Stanford to
t monitor thee dishwasher under four teest configurattions to learn more about thhe
unit. Exceept for the norrmal test conffiguration, disscussion of thhe data for thee various test configurationns is
outside th
he scope of thiis report, but the data is prrovided in Apppendix F.

Average Daily
D
Water Use
U Profile
The total hot water usee was 611 galllons on Febru
uary 10th, 201 5; the water uuse profile is shown in Figgure
57. The water
w
use totall is representaative of the ov
verall averagee of 628 gal/dd. There was oone tank fill aat
roughly 7 AM totaling 66 gallons which
w
is very close
c
to the m
manufacturer’ss specification of 68 gallonns.
The hot an
nd cold waterr use totaled 474
4 and 137 gallons.
g
The ddishwasher is not heavily uused until 10:30,
but then itt is continuou
usly used until 8 PM excep
pt for a break after the luncch period. It aappears that thhe
period aftter lunch, the drain may haave been left open
o
from rouughly 3 PM too 5 PM, judgiing by the floow
profile shown and consstant elevated
d drain temperrature in the ddata for this pperiod.

Figure 57. Wilbur
W
Cafe rep
presentative aveerage daily watter flow rates annd total use

As mentio
oned earlier, there
t
may hav
ve been a seco
ond commiss ioning of the dishwasher oon February 227th in
Figure 58. At approxim
mately 1 PM, the hot and cold water flow
w profile com
mpletely channges from a
constant hot
h and cold rinse
r
water flo
ow profile to a variable rinnse flow profiile. These chaanges are betteer
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illustrated
d in Figure 59
9 for February
y 28th. After a morning fill prior to 8 AM
M, the unit is idle until closse to
10:30 AM
M. When the unit
u starts up for
f rinse operration, the disshwasher is coold and it takees time to gennerate
the steam required for the heat exch
hanger to be effective. Thu s, the dishwaasher senses thhis and starts the
rinse operration by utiliizing hot wateer through thee booster heatter. At approxximately a hallf hour later, tthe
heat exchaanger is warm
med up and th
he dishwasherr cuts down o n the hot watter use while iincreasing thee cold
water flow
w rate through
h the heat excchanger and booster.
b
This ccontinues unttil the rinse opperation is ovver at
3 PM and
d the tanks aree emptied. A very
v
large tan
nk fill using 4460 gallons is initiated whiich could havee
included a dishwasher cleaning step
p or an examp
ple of the tankk drain being left open. Then the same rrinse
process sttarts again at 4 PM. If the additional
a
waater use of thee second tank fill is factoreed out in excess of
the rated tank
t
volume, then the cold
d water use thrroughout the day would haave exceededd the hot water use.

Figure 58. Wilbur
W
Cafe Feb
b 27 1 PM adjusstment to dishw
washer resultinng in change in flow rate profille
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Figure 59. Wilbur
W
Cafe Feb
b 28 normal flow rate profile

Results
The monitored data forr the replacem
ment dishwash
her was analyyzed on a dailly basis in Apppendix F. Thhe
average use
u data is disp
played in fourr rows signify
ying the four test conditionns and test periods. Only thhe
results fro
om the recomm
missioned tesst condition iss displayed inn the body of the report in T
Table 5.
The ratio of daily hot and
a cold wateer use of appro
oximately 3:11on the newlyy installed maachine was
unexpecteed. After the unit
u was recom
mmissioned the
t ratio of hoot to cold watter use was cllose to 1:1 witth an
average water
w
use of 62
28 gallons peer day. Also, the
t daily wateer use for tankk fill and top off operationn at
309 gallon
ns was close to
t the rinse water
w
use at 31
19 gallons. Onn average theere was two taank fills per dday
using 111 gallons per fill.
f Tank fill water
w
waste contributed
c
too 95 gallons oof water use pper day, but thhis
value mig
ght also includ
de dishwasherr auto clean or
o manual desscale operatioons which couuld not be isollated
from the data,
d
if they occured.
o
The rinse flow rate calcculated at 2.5
5 gpm is sligh
htly higher thaan the rated 2.2 gpm. The m
maximum hott
water flow
w rate in a 10-second perio
od is 5.9 gpm and the maxiimum hourly hot water dem
mand is 314 ggph
for sizing tankless and storage heateers, respectiveely. The dishw
washer water use per hour of rinse operration
at 301 gph
h was roughly
y half, compaared to the priior dishwasheer or existing ppre-rinse opeeration.
The rinse flow time at 2.1 hours is low for the sizze of the cafetteria and exteent of operatioon but consisttent
with the operation
o
of th
he original dishwasher. Th
he dishwasherr operating tim
me is 8.5 hourrs and the
operating span is 13.1 hours.
h
The 4:1 ratio of dish
hwasher operrating time to rinse flow tim
me and 6:1 raatio
between operating
o
span
n and rinse tim
me illustrate that
t the majorrity of the tim
me during the dishwashers
operating day, the macchine is eitherr idling or con
nveyor is runnning without tthe sanitizingg rinse operatiion.
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The plot in
i Figure 60 shows
s
a period of a month where dishw
washer rinse flow time and total water usse
were com
mpared on a daaily basis. On
n nine occasio
ons or roughlyy 30% of the ddays, the totaal water use grreatly
exceeds th
he rinse time due to water waste activitiies on that dayy. With the fiirst half of Feebruary and M
March,
the rinse time
t
is moderrate at approx
ximately two hours,
h
but thee second half of February tthe rinse timee
increases to roughly six
x hours per daay.

Figure 60. Wilbur
W
Café plo
ot of daily rinse flow time and total hot water use on replaceement dishwashher

The averaage inlet hot water
w
temperaature to the diishwasher wa s 120°F after the facility sw
witched from
ma
centralized campus steam system to
o a centralized
d hot water syystem during tthe dishwasher replacemennt
period. Allthough switcching from a steam
s
to dom
mestic hot wateer system wass a good step, there are stilll
significan
nt pipe heat lo
osses from thee extensive ceentralized cam
mpus hot wateer distributionn system. In oorder
to estimatte the boiler outlet
o
temperaature to later calculate
c
enerrgy use at the boiler, the teemperature loss
through th
he distribution
n pipes need to
t be estimateed. One way tto do this is too analyze the highest hot w
water
using day
y where distrib
bution pipe teemperature losses are minim
mized. This ooccurred on M
March 15th, whhere
over 2000
0 gallons of water
w
waste co
ontributed to the
t daily hot w
water use of 22,550 gallonss, driving up tthe
hot water supply tempeerature to the dishwasher to 134°F, whicch is 14°F higgher than the average
temperatu
ure. Thus, it iss estimated th
hat the outlet temperature
t
oof the boiler iss a nominal 110°F higher
temperatu
ure at 145° Allso estimating
g that the averrage annual coold water tem
mperature to thhe water heatter is
65°F results in the calcculation for temperature risse through thee centralized w
water heater oof 80°F.
F hot and 66°F
F cold water supply tempeeratures were mixed to yielld a heat exchhanger inlet
The 120°F
temperatu
ure of 79°F. The
T combinatiion of the heaat recovery deevice and booster heater eleevates the waater
temperatu
ure to 193°F for
f the sanitiziing rinse. Thee water tempeerature cascaddes through thhe dishwasher
from the sanitizing
s
rinsse temperaturre to the poweered rink tankk with an averrage temperatture of 158°F..
Then the water
w
cascadees to the wash
h tank at 150°°F, scrapper taank at 139°F,, and down thhe drain at 1311°F.
The waterr temperatures listed are within
w
normal operating rannge.
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This dishwasher is predominately run by electricity as it heats the two onboard tank heaters and booster
heater. Electricity is also used to power the dishwasher controls, pumps and motors. In total the
dishwasher uses an average of 276 kWh/d in the recommissioned test case. In the original test case 5.7
therms/d are used to heat water at the boiler, this is reduced to 3.2 kWh/d in the recommissioned test case.
Since it would be difficult to normalize the data due to the large fluctuations in water waste on a daily
basis, we will focus on two critical outcomes. One is that gas used at the boiler can be significantly
reduced or eliminated with the recommissioned or cold water only test scenarios. The second is that the
heat exchanger is much more effective thus improving the combined heat exchanger and booster heater
operating efficiency from 87% in the original case to 102% when using more cold water for the rinse
operation in the recommissioned case, or 133% when using only cold water. The probable contribution to
peak demand for this dishwasher is 21.2 kW. The total average daily energy use of the dishwasher was
calculated at 1,260,150 Btu/d with a normalized hourly energy use rate of 603,262 Btu/h. Both these
values are approximately a 60% reduction versus the original machine.

Cost and Payback
The direct water and energy savings from dishwasher replacement was calculated in Table 5 along with
cost savings information. The facility was very happy with the new dishwasher and the staff were able to
work in a comfortable dishroom. The facility was not able to experience overall operating cost savings
from this project due to fuel switching from a 100% gas heated dishwasher to a primarily electric heated
dishwasher. Even though the facility reduced water and energy use by over 50%, it was not able to
overcome the added expense of using electricity over natural gas. The facilities annual operating cost
increased from $19,316 to $24,981 for an added annual cost of $5,665 to operate the new dishwasher.
This calculated cost savings does not factor in savings from reducing the chemical use in the replacement
dishwasher. There is no payback for this project.

Facility Parameters
For this facility we were able to calculate the daily water and energy use of the dishwasher with respect to
the size of the facility, per seat and per meal in Table 5. The results are very site specific at this time as
data like this is only available for a few sites so it would be difficult to draw any wider conclusions. These
parameters can be used as a benchmarking tool for the campus. The water use per 1000 square feet of
floor space was reduced from 62.3 to 28.6 gallons. The water use per seat (in the dining room) was
originally 2.1 gallons and is now 1.0 gallon. The water use per meal was reduced similarly from 1.1
gallons to 0.5 gallons. The original dishwasher used 140,721 Btu/d per 1000 square feet and this was
reduced to 57,279 Btu/d. Similar reductions occurred with energy use per seat and per meal. The pre-rinse
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water and energy use could easily be added to this and if the water and energy use for the 3-compartment
sink was quantified, then the total water and energy use of the dishroom could be calculated.

Lessons Learned
Although it wasn’t fully discussed in this report, a lot of time was spent analyzing the data from the four
test configurations. The takeaway was that proper commissioning of an advanced dishwasher is critical to
the success of the project in realizing the energy savings associated. Both the Masa Café and Wilbur Café
heat recovery dishwashers were not properly commissioned. The Masa Café continues to operate
inefficiently, while we were able to intervene to recommission the dishwasher at Wilbur Hall.
In conversations with the manufacturer’s technicians, FSTC learned that the techs are not trained on how
to commission the heat recovery based dishwashers in their lineup, which is a bigger problem. The tech
interviewed mentioned that the only aspects of the machine they check is the rinse pressure and
temperature, tank temperatures and basic operation of the machine. They don’t have the tools to measure
the ratio of hot and cold water or other parameters that would indicate if the machine’s heat recovery
system is working properly.
Properly training staff on the working of the new dishwasher was also very limited and ineffective as the
staff, perhaps unaware how to use the dishwasher to its fullest, had continued with some wasteful
practices with tank filling and on occasion rinse operation. Proper training and retraining of staff is
necessary and should be built in to the project plan at the time of installation. In most situations a quick
one time training session of a portion of the staff occurs that does not benefit the facility in the long term.
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Facebook Epic Café (Original Dishwasher)
Site Overview
This large cafeteria is open from 8 AM to 8 PM during the work week
and covers the breakfast, lunch and dinner meal periods (Figure 61).
The dining and kitchen facility covers an area of 28,800 square feet
with 470 seats in the interior (Figure 62) and 430 seats in the exterior
and serves an average of 10,000 meals per day. Lighter operation of
the dishwasher occurs during the weekends as staff members are still

Figure 61: Epic Café Outdoor Seating

working onsite on maintenance and cleanup tasks. During the work
week, the facility also washes wares from an estimated 10 small food service facilities on campus.

Figure 62. Epic Cafe dining room panoramic

The preexisting dishwasher was a 2008 Stero STPCW-ER-20 hightemperature dishwasher with electric tank and booster heaters (Figure
63). The rinse water consumption was rated at an efficient 98 gallons
per hour. The unit measured 20 ft. in length and included a 36-gallon
scrapper tank and 47-gallon wash and rinse tanks.
The initial observations during the first site audit of this dishroom
were that this was a very high-throughput dishwasher operated by

Figure 63: Epic Café original dishwasher

multiple staff members while they carried out supplementary tasks. This facility utilized a drainwater
tempering device to attempt to keep the exiting temperature below 110°F— a special circumstance since
the facility drain level is below that of the main sanitary sewer system and requires that the wastewater be
pumped vertically up to the main sewer level. High dishwasher drain temperatures in the past routinely
had resulted in seized water pumps, therefore causing problems for this and other facilities on campus.
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Measurement Points
Electricity use was measured for the booster heater and dishwasher independently. Two ultrasonic meters
where used to measure the hot and cold water entering the dishwasher. Temperature was measured on the
dishwasher cold and hot water supply lines, at the outlet of the booster heater and at the drain.

Monitoring Period
Data collection started on May 4th, 2014 and continued until May 7th when a break occurred until June
22nd when comprehensive monitoring restarted and continued until September 12th. Data was gathered for
a total of 57 days. The monitored data summary and results for each work day are shown in Appendix G.

Challenges
This was a high traffic dishroom, and it was quickly realized after
losing data for over a month that all of the instrumentation would need
to be fastened very securely and with the instrumentation enclosure
situated so it would not be moved thus dislodging any connected
wiring and causing further data gaps (Figure 64). However, between
July 5th and 24th, one temperature sensor did get dislodged and an
estimate was made for the missing data based on the average
temperature rise observed on a daily basis with in the remaining

Figure 64: Instrumentation box (lower
right)

dataset.

Daily Water Use Profiles
The total hot water use was 5,784 gallons on July 16th, 2014 and the profile is shown in Figure 65. The
water use total is representative of the overall average of 5,749 gal/d. Looking at the plot, there were three
tank fills at roughly 6:30 AM, 5:30 PM, and 10:00 PM. The rest of the flows shown in dark orange above
5 gpm are tank top offs and rinse flows combined. When the rinse is activated only, it is differentiated by
the shaded sections in dark orange at below 4 gpm. Looking at the plot, the prior nights work finishes
after midnight and operation restarts in the morning at 6:30 AM. The dishwasher usage is continuous until
about 4 PM at which point there is lighter use until 8 PM when nightly cleanup begins.
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Figure 65. Epic
E Cafe July 16th water flow rates and averrage daily waterr use graph

The maxim
mum daily water
w
use profiile occurred on
o June 26th annd is shown iin Figure 66. On this day
13,253 gaallons of wateer were used with
w only a sm
mall portion aat 538 gallonss used for coldd water tempeering.
There werre three tank fill
f events. Th
he average daaily and maxim
mum water uuse profiles look very differrent
in the hot water use flo
ow profile. It appears
a
that a drain is left partially or fu
fully open posssibly due to ffood
debris. Fo
or the entire day,
d wheneverr the dishwash
her is in operaation, the rinsse and tank toop off operatioons
are occurrring simultaneeously at approximately 18
8 gpm. The seections on thee plot where tthere are halloow
white porttions illustrate continuous water flow periods. This aadds up to aroound 6,500 gaallons of wateer
waste betw
ween the averrage and max
ximum water use
u day. It apppears from thhe data set thaat this drain
malfunction was occurrring from thee beginning off the monitoriing period onn May 5th untiil June 26th beefore
it was fixeed after FSTC
C brought it to
o their attentio
on. Due to th e gap in monnitoring, only 8 days of flow
w
data with the drain mallfunction werre captured an
nd included inn the average daily use anaalysis.

Figure 66. Epic
E Cafe Junee 26th water flow
w rates and maxximum daily waater use graph
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Results
The monitored data for the original dishwasher was analyzed to deliver the following results in the first
column in Table 6. On an average day, there were 327 gallons used for tank fills, 3,415 gallons used for
tank top offs, 1,296 gallons used for rinsing, and 618 gallons of cold water used for tempering the
wastewater. The tank and maintenance fills accounted for a majority of the
water used on a typical day. There was 3.2 tank fills per day with an average
fill of 100 gallons. The total water use for this machine was 5,656 gal/d.
The rinse flow rate measured at 3.2 gpm is twice that of the specified 1.6 gpm
flow rate. One of the culprits leading to the higher rinse flow rate was the rinse
pressure observed during operation at 30 psi in Figure 67. For water heater

Figure 67: Rinse pressure
at 30 psi during operation

sizing purposes, the peak flow rate was measured at 36.6 gpm and the

maximum hourly hot water demand was 987 gph, which is high driven by routine periods were there was
hot water waste. The dishwasher water use per hour of rinse operation at 823 gph was also elevated.
Table 6. Facebook original and replacement dishwasher data summary
Original Stero
Daily Energy Use and Booster Efficiency
Hot Water (gal/d)
5,038
Cold Water (gal/d)
618
Rinse Use (gal/d)
1,296
Tank Fill and Top Off (gal/d)
3,742
Tank Fills (gal/d)
327
Top Off (gal/d)
3,415
Number of Fills
3.2
Gallons Per Fill
100
Total Water Use (gal/d)
5,656
Average Flow Rates
Hot Water (gpm)
12.2
Cold Water (gpm)
0.9
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
3.2
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
36.6
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
987
Water Use Per Hour of Rinse Operation (gph)
823
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet (°F)
145
Hot During Flow (°F)
134
Cold During Flow (°F)
68
Booster Inlet During Flow (°F)
Rinse During Flow (°F)
172
Power Rinse Tank (°F)
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Replacement Hobart
1,130
727
548
1,077
424
653
3.4
126
1,857
10.6
5.2
1.2
16.8
234
232

Savings

748
2,665

3,799

2.0
19.8
753
592

145
137
70
127
181
174
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Rinse Tank (°F)
Wash Tank (°F)
Scrapper Tank (°F)
Drain (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Hot Flow Time (h)
Cold Flow Time (h)
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Total Gas Use (therms/d)
Dishwasher Energy (kWh/d)
Booster Energy (kWh/d)
Total Electricity Use (kWh/d)
Electric Booster Efficiency
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)
Facility Parameters
Water Use Per 1000 Square Feet (gal/1000ft2)
Water Use Per Seat (gal/seat)
Water Use Per Meal (gal/meal)
Energy Use Per 1000 Square Feet (Btu/1000ft2)
Energy Use Per Seat (Btu/seat)
Energy Use Per Meal (Btu/meal)
Annual Operating Costs
Water and Sewer Cost3
Gas Cost4
Electricity Cost5
Demand Charge6
Total Annual Cost

115

169
164
144
119

7.1
11.6
6.9
8.6
16.3

1.8
2.3
7.0
11.0
14.3

48.0
398
256
654
61%
41.1
7,031,270
1,023,582

10.0
875.51
55.5
931
123%2
64.9
4,176,572
595,852

196
6.2
0.6
244,130
7,769
703

64
2.1
0.2
145,015
4,615
418

$24,586
$17,515
$40,601
$6,882
$89,585

$7,930
$3,650
$57,769
$11,097
$80,445

38.0

-262.9
-23.8
2,854,698
427,731

$16,656
$13,865
-$17,167
-$4,215
$9,140

1Replacement

dishwasher has optional blower dryers installed, 2With free energy contribution of heat exchanger,
(Weighted mean of restaurant water and sewer costs for 8 largest California cities),
4$1/therm (PG&E 2015 small commercial gas rates), 5$0.17/kWh (PG&E 2015 Avg. A-10 & E-19 commercial electricity rates),
6$19/kW (PG&E 2015 Avg. A-10 & E-19 commercial electricity rates)
3$10/HCF

The cold water is used for tempering at a low flow rate and water
continues to flow until the drain water temperature drop down to the
87°F setpoint on the tempering controls (Figure 68). Due to the
capped 1 gpm flow rates for cold water tempering, the drain
temperature spikes during tank dump operation or situations where
Figure 68: Tempering controls set at 87°F
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the drain is
i left open acccidently duriing operation.
There is a large rinse demand
d
on thee dishwasher based on a rinnse time of 6.9 hours. Thee dishwasher
operating time of 8.6 hours
h
is not to
oo far from thee rinse flow ttime thus the ttakeaway is tthat the machiine
has very little
l
idle timee throughout the
t use period
d. The operatiing span is 166.3 hours to cover the threee
meal perio
ods and clean
nup wares from
m this cafe an
nd many offsiite kitchens oon campus.
The plot in
i Figure 69 shows
s
five weeeks of dishw
washer operatiion. The rinsee time and totaal water use w
were
plotted on
n the two vertical axes. Thee rinse flow tiime and total daily water uuse was prettyy moderate from
Monday’ss to Thursday
y’s, but it appeears that Fridaays are notab ly slow days.. There was a large fall offf in
use and op
perating hourrs on the week
kends where the
t dishwasheer was probabbly cleaned annd miscellaneeous
wares wheere washed th
hrough the maachine. Overaall the rinse tiime closely trracks the totall water use, w
which
signifies that
t there werre no outlier practices
p
that significantly contributed tto water wastee.

Figure 69. Epic
E Café plot of
o daily rinse flo
ow time and tottal hot water usse of original diishwasher

This dishw
washer uses a large amoun
nt of natural gas
g and electriicity to operat
ate the machinne. The averagge
daily gas use
u at the boiiler is estimated at 48 therm
ms to deliver hot water to tthe dishwasheer at an averaage
temperatu
ure of 134°F. This
T is lower but expected
d since there i s no insulatioon on the piping leading to the
dishwasheer. This puts an
a additional load on the booster
b
heaterr to try to heatt twice the voolume of wateer and
achieve an
n additional 5°F
5 rinse to reeach a minimu
um sanitationn temperature of 180°F. Thhe booster heaater
used 256 kWh/d to heaat the rinse waater to an average temperaature of 172°F
F. The dishwaasher uses an
additionall 398 kWh forr a total of 65
54 kWh/d.
The electrric booster heeater operating
g efficiency of
o 61% is low
wer than norm
mal but this value accounts for
all the idlee heat losses from the un-iinsulated pipees leading to aand from the bbooster. On tthe weekends, the
heat lossees from the bo
ooster sitting at
a idle drive the
t operating efficiency doown to a rangee of 15% to 550%.
During th
he work week the operating
g efficiency raanges from 455% to 75%. T
The probable contribution tto
peak dem
mand for this dishwasher
d
waas estimated at
a 41.1 kW. T
The total enerrgy use of thee dishwasher w
was
calculated
d at 7,031,270
0 Btu/d. The dishwasher
d
en
nergy use per hour of rinsee operation was 770,499 Btu/h.
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Lessons Learned
These large flight machines are commonly found not holding rinse
specifications and their overall water use in this case is greatly
increased by the lack of maintenance by a trained internal or external
technician. From elevated rinse pressure, drains left open or clogged in
the open position, broken rinse fingers (Figure 70) and to missing strip
curtains (Figure 71), there is a considerable amount of maintenance

Figure 70: Broken rinse sensor fingers

issues that cause the dishwasher to perform poorly. A continuous maintenance program and employee
training program needs to be in place to operate these large machines to close to specifications.
There were some positives to this monitoring project. This was the
first large conveyor that was correctly sized for the operation. They
also utilized plenty of operating staff working in coordination to run
this large dishwasher productively. Their passive tray drop off
window and manual hand scrapping of food waste combined with a
row of three high efficiency pre-rinse sprayers were an efficient and
reliable pre-rinse combination. It shows that minimizing hardware for
the pre-rinse (Figure 72), even a high foot-traffic dishroom is efficient
and reliable versus the automated pre-rinse system at the much lower
throughput Wilbur dishroom. The Facebook dishroom did have a

Figure 71: Missing strip curtains

trough based scrapper system that we did not see being utilized.

Figure 72: Dining tray drop off
window
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Facebook Epic Café (Replacement Dishwasher)
Site Overview
In Spring of 2015, Facebook went ahead and replaced the dishwasher
with a high efficiency model with integrated heat recovery. The
Hobart FT1000 ER was installed and monitoring commenced on May
4th 2015. The unit has an electric internal booster heater and tank
heaters. The rated rinse water use is 58 gph or 1 gpm (Figure 73).
The water and electrical connections with these advanced dishwashers
with heat recovery are extensive. The features and benefits of the new

Figure 73: Replacement Hobart dishwasher

unit include the steam removal system, insulated doors and door seal
system, an automatic soil removal system, auto clean and descaling
functions, vent fan control, energy saver mode, pumped rinse system,
and integrated booster heater.

Measurement Points
The same monitoring setup was used for both the original and
replacement dishwasher. Electricity use to the unit was measured at

Figure 74: Power meter instrumentation
installed in subpanel

three points using the power meter instrumentation shown in Figure
74. This included the two, 480V 3-phase connections to the machine
that operate the dishwasher heaters, controls and motors and an
additional meter for monitoring the booster heater separately. Two
ultrasonic meters where used to measure the hot and cold water
entering the dishwasher. Temperature was measured on the incoming
cold and hot water line, to the inlet and outlet of the booster heater and
at the drain. Tank temperatures were measured at the powered rinse,

Figure 75: Temperature sensor
affixed to tank

wash, and scrapper tanks (Figure 75).

Monitoring Period
Data logging started on May 4th, 2015 and continued until June 21st.
Data was gathered for a total of 49 days, but because there was a
continuous 0.5 gpm water leak discovered during the initial
monitoring, only the remaining 20 leak free days were used in the data
analysis. The leak was fixed after FSTC staff communicated the issue
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with manaagement. Witth this facility
y, since the drrain line is cloosed (Figure 776), there wass no way to seee
visually iff there was a leak or majorr malfunction that is causinng water to bee wasted dow
wn the drain. T
The
monitorin
ng data daily summaries
s
aree shown in Appendix
A
H.

Challengees
This was the
t most com
mplex dishwassher we had monitored
m
to ddate and it toook a long timee to install annd
commission our instrum
mentation and
d analyze the data. It was m
more difficultt to separate oout the electriicity
used by th
he individual major compo
onents inside the
t machine tthrough data aanalysis than initially thouught.
We were able to measu
ure total use and
a separate out
o the boosteer heater use, but it is uncleear what amoount
of energy was used on the blower drryer heater, which
w
is an opptional featuree on this moddel. Interestinggly,
the dishro
oom staff mem
mbers were un
nhappy with the
t blower drryer operationn as it didn’t ddo a good jobb of
drying waares, and mostly just added
d extra heat to
o the space. T
The staff still hhad to manuaally dry the
appearancce-critical warres for the mo
ost part.

Daily Watter Use Profiles
The total water use on June 12th, 2015 was 1,965 gallons, show
wn in Figure 77. This wateer use profile is
representaative of the av
verage total water
w
use for the
t machine w
was 1,857 gall/d. Looking cclosely at the plot,
there weree five tank fillls with an app
proximate flo
ow rate of 14 gpm that totaaled 424 galloons in the dayy. The
rest of thee flows in dark
k orange are tank
t
top offs at an averagee flow rate off 8.5 gpm. Loooking at the ccold
water flow
w rate plot, th
he flow rates at
a around 4 gp
pm are associiated with thee rinse operatiion. Flow ratees at 8
gpm are associated
a
witth the water teempering function that is aactivated duriing when the ttank is draineed.

Figure 77. Epic
E Cafe July 16th water flow rates and averrage daily waterr use graph
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Advanced
d flight dishw
washers have a unique rinsee water use prrofile comparred to conventtional machinnes.
The tank dump
d
and filll operations were
w similar. Looking
L
at Fiigure 78, the ttanks continuue to drain at 10:30
to 10:37 AM,
A at which
h time cold waater use at an elevated flow
w rate of 8 gpm
m is temperinng the outgoinng
wastewateer. At 10:50, the
t tank fill cycle
c
begins which
w
involvees using mostlly hot water ffor a 10 minuute
period at flow
f
rates app
proaching 14 gpm. At apprroximately 111 AM, the rinnse cycle is acctivated and thhe
cold water fills the tank
k in short burrsts at approxiimately 4 gpm
m and continuues this proceess approximaately
every 70 seconds
s
to keeep the rinse cycle
c
going. This
T flight disshwasher doess not use conttinuously flow
wing
water at a standard 20 psi
p for the rin
nse operation.. Instead it fillls a small tannk with cold w
water and wheen
rinse wateer is requested
d, it uses a waater pump thaat regulates thhe flow of watter to send the cold water
through th
he heat exchaanger to be preeheated and in
nto the boosteer prior to passing throughh the rinse arm
ms.
The remaiining bursts of
o hot water at below 9 gpm
m are maintennance fills of the tanks durring wash andd
rinse operrations. From the Booster In
I temperaturre profile, at th
the beginningg of the rinse ooperation, thee heat
exchangerr starts to heaat up thus tran
nsferring moree heat into thee incoming coold water linee from 90°F w
water
at 11 AM to 130°F watter 13 minutes later.

Figure 78. Epic Cafe Junee 26th close up of water flow raates and tempeeratures for the wash and rinsee cycles

Results
The monitored data forr the replacem
ment dishwash
her was analyyzed to deliveer the followinng results in tthe
second co
olumn in Tablle 6. On an av
verage day, th
here were 4244 gallons usedd for tank fillss, 653 gallonss used
for tank to
op offs, and 548
5 gallons ussed for rinsing
g and 232 galllons of cold w
water used foor tempering tthe
wastewateer. The tank and
a maintenan
nce fills accou
unted for a m
majority of thee water used oon an averagee day.
There wass 3.4 tank fill per day with
h an average fill
fi of 126 galllons which coorresponds wiith the 130 gaallon
capacity of
o the tanks. The
T total wateer use for this heavily utilizzed machine was 1,857 gaal/d.
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The rinse flow rate wass normalized over the entirre rinse flow time to be a ffair comparisoon with
conventio
onal flight dish
hwashers yiellding a constaant flow rate eequivalency oof 1.2 gpm w
which is close to the
original sp
pecifications of 1.0 gpm. For
F water heater sizing purrposes, the peeak flow rate w
was measuredd at
16.8 gpm and the maxiimum hourly hot water dem
mand was 2344 gph, which is reasonablee. The dishwaasher
water use per hour of rinse
r
operation
n at 232 gph was
w elevated..
The key cold
c
water flow time param
meters are a teempering timee of a half houur and rinse ttime of 1.8 hoours,
which wh
hen normalizeed for continu
uous sanitizing
g rinse time eequates to 7 hours. The dishhwasher operrating
time is 11.0 hours whicch is significaantly higher th
han the rinse flow time. Thhis is mainly due to the facct that
this dishw
washer has blo
ower dryers in
nstalled that continue
c
to opperate even iff the conveyorr belt has stoppped.
The operaating span forr this dishwash
her is 14.3 ho
ours to cover the three meaal periods andd cleanup.
The plot in
i Figure 79 shows
s
three weeks
w
of dishw
washer operattion after the drain malfunnction was fixed on
June 1st. The
T rinse flow
w time and tottal daily water use were prretty moderatee from Mondaay’s to
Thursday’s, but it appeears that Fridaays are notablly slow days. There was a large fall offf in use and
operating hours on the weekends wh
here the dishw
washer was prrobably cleanned and misceellaneous warres
where washed through the machine.. Overall the rinse
r
time cloosely tracks thhe total waterr use, which
signifies that
t there werre no outlier practices
p
that significantly contributed tto water wastee except for JJune
19th when
n the drain waas left open at 6:30 pm whiich consumedd 1231 gallons of water.

Figure 79. Epic
E Café plot of
o daily rinse flo
ow time and tottal hot water usse of replacemeent dishwasherr

This faciliities boiler usses an estimatted 10 thermss/d to supply tthe dishwasheer with 137°F
F water, whichh is a
huge savin
ngs over the original
o
dishw
washer since hot
h water is uused for tank ffilling operatiions only. Thhe hot
and cold water
w
are mix
xed and arrivee at the boosteer heater at a ttemperature oof 127°F afterr being preheaated
in the heaat exchanger. The large red
duction in rinsse flow rate coombined withh the heat recovery device
minimize the electricity
y use at the in
ntegrated boo
oster heater too 55.5 kWh/d to heat the rinnse water to
he dishwasherr electricity usse is higher th
han anticipateed at 875.5 kW
Wh/d. This inncludes the
181°F. Th
electricity
y used to operrate then tank water heaterss, air heaters, blower dryerr fans, water ppumps, and
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remaining functions. The average tank temperatures were normal ranging from 174°F at the dual rinse
tank and reduced down to 144°F in the scrapper tank. The cold water tempered the drain temperature to
119°F.
To calculate the efficiency of the booster heater, the contribution of the free heat from the heat recovery
device is included. This effectively increases the efficiency to 123% since heat output of the heat recovery
device and booster heater combination is larger than the heat input of the booster heater. The probable
contribution to peak demand for this dishwasher is higher at 64.9 kW due to the added functions of this
machine including the blower dryer and soil removal system. The total energy use of the dishwasher was
calculated at 4,176,572 Btu/d. The dishwasher energy use per hour of rinse operation was 595,852 Btu/h.

Lessons Learned
This dishwasher is amongst the most advanced commercial dishwashers on the market which
significantly reduced the hot water load requirements of the facilities water heater. Thus if this machine
was installed in a new facility, the centralized hot water system could be simplified and sized down.
Unfortunately, with all the advancements, some of the optional features on this dishwasher that use
additional energy don’t perform as well as anticipated for this dishroom.
Considerable number of break downs occurred where servicing was
required in the first six months of operating this machine. Due to the
high tech sensors installed on this machine, it easily got fouled up
when staff ran prohibited or unconventional wares like kitchen
exhaust ventilation grease filters through the unit. This unit has an
automatic soil removal system installed on the front end to
theoretically act as a manual pre-rinse of the wares to remove food

Figure 80: Stacked salad bowls

debris before the wares enter the scrapper tank. Staff mentioned that
this dishwasher was very sensitive to food debris. Previously with the
Stero dishwasher, they would not manually rinse the salad bowls, but
with the new unit they do now and the residual lettuce causes
problems with the operation of the dishwasher (Figure 80).
Anecdotally, a dishroom staff member mentioned that the new unit
requires 30% more manual pre-rinse work.

Figure 81: Kitchen prep wares

This was our first opportunity to see the performance of blower dryers installed on flight dishwashers. In
this facility, the dishroom staff member commented that 70% of the wares are back of the house
preparation wares (examples are shown in Figure 81) and only 30% are front of the house plates, cups and
utensils. The blower dryer have a lot of trouble drying non metal or ceramic wares. The water can be
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visually seen on these salad bar trays in Figure 82. The bigger
observation we made was that the blower dryer fan seldom turns off
and it takes a minimum 30 seconds for the blower dryer heater to turn
off when the conveyor is not running. Thus for an operation such as
this, the blower dryer fan and heater are on practically continuously
using a significant amount of energy in the process with marginal
labor savings.
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blower dryer
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Claremont Hotel
Site Overview
The Claremont Hotel, Club and Spa began operation 100 years ago in
1915. One of the early postcards of the hotel is shown in Figure 83.
This hotel operates three restaurants, the Bayview Café, The Paragon
Restaurant and Bar, and Meritage at the Claremont. The main kitchen
and dishroom serve a variety of functions including service for the
Meritage at the Claremont, in-room meals and banquet functions. The

Figure 83: Claremont Hotel Post Card

Meritage serves an American-themed menu (Figure 84) and is open

Photo Credit: Alamedainfo.com

for the breakfast and dinner meal periods except for Sunday when
they are open for breakfast and brunch meal periods.
The nameplate was missing on this dishwasher, but it is estimated that
the unit is 20 years old and is one of the older Stero STPCW series
machines that is rated at 336 gallons of rinse water use per hour. The
unit uses steam heat for all its water heating functions (Figure 85).
Information such as the number of seats or square footage was not
gathered for this facility because it was unclear which portion of the

Figure 84: Meritage at the Claremont

wares was being cleaned for the restaurant or another hotel function.

Photo Credit: MeritageClaremont.com

The initial observations during the dishroom site audit were that this
dishwasher was underutilized (i.e. not heavily loaded with wares and
not used for long durations), not in the best of shape and ready for
replacement. This facility utilized a water temperature tempering to
introduce cold water to maintain the scrapper tank and drain
temperatures at 120°F and 110°F respectively. The steam boiler and
distribution system was old and leaking and was mainly operating to
produce steam to run the dishwasher. The hotel reached out to the

Figure 85: Steam Heated Flight Dishwasher

FSTC with interest in making a business case for replacing the entire steam heating system for the kitchen
including the end-use equipment such as the dishwasher, steam cooker, proofer and steam tables.

Measurement Points
The gas used at the steam boiler was not measured, but it was estimated based on the water volume and
temperature of the hot water used for the rinse and fill functions. The gas use for the steam injected into
the tanks for maintaining water temperatures was also estimated. The electricity use of the water pump
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motors, conveyor belt and controls was measured at the dishwasher.
Two ultrasonic meters where used to measure the rinse and fill water
entering the dishwasher (Figure 86). The cold water flow rate was
spot metered prior to removing the instrumentation. The fixed cold fill
flow rate and fill flow time was used to calculate the daily water use.
The cold tempering flow time was estimated based on a change in
temperature from ambient to cold water supply temperature at the cold
water fill spout.
The monitoring box, coil of orange temperature sensors wires and
transducers for measuring water use are shown in Figure 87.

Figure 86: Instrumentation box and
ultrasonic water meter transducers

Temperature was measured on the hot fill, rinse, cold tempering, and
drain water lines. Also tank water temperatures where measured at the
powered rinse and wash tanks.

Monitoring Period
Monitoring started on September 16th, 2014 and continued until
February 11th, 2015. Data was collected for a total of 133 days with
gaps between several dates in October where data was lost due to

Figure 87: Instrumentation box and
ultrasonic water meter transducers

disruptions in supply power to the instrumentation box. Summary data for each work day are shown in
Appendix I.

Challenges
There were numerous monitoring challenges with this site due to the age of the machine and its steambased heating system. Many components on the dishwasher were not working properly including the
automatic tank fill operation, steam leakage into one or two wash tanks (which elevated the tank
temperatures) and the heat exchanger to maintain fill and rinse temperatures was not keeping up. Also, the
blower dryer was no longer operational. It took a while to familiarize with the unique operations of this
dishwasher and unlock all of the problems to help with making adjustments to our monitoring plan and
latter analysis of results.

Daily Water Use Profiles
On an average day, the flight conveyor used 6,018 gal/d. The water use profile on December 2nd, 2014
shown in Figure 88 is representative of the average water use day profile with a total water use of 5,983
gallons. Looking closely at the plot, there was four tank fills at flow rates around 21 gpm totaling 154
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gallons, 397 gallons, 1,803 gallons, and 387 gallo
ons, respectivvely. Only thee morning tannk fill operatioon
was close to the manuffacturer’s specifications for total volum
me of 130 galloons. Water waste due to thhe
manual fillling practice accounted fo
or 2,254 gallo
ons. The rest oof the flows shhown in darkk orange below
w 20
gpm are taank top offs (192
(
gallons) and misc. low
w flow fills (119 gallons). W
When the rinse is activatedd, it is
differentiaated by the sh
haded sections in dark red totaling
t
1,4377 gallons at 9 gpm. The scrapper tank iss
filled with
h cold water to
t mix with th
he hot water th
hat cascades into the tank to temper it. Cold water shhown
in light bllue flows in unison
u
with th
he rinse flow periods
p
at clo se to 14 gpm for a total off 1,743 gallonns.
The facility only serves breakfast on
n Mondays th
hus the Tuesd ay dishwashing shift doesnn’t get going until
9 AM. Fo
or the rest of th
he day, the diishwasher is used
u
sparinglyy until the dinnner meal perriod when theere is
two large rinse periodss from 5:30 to
o 9 PM beforee tapering offf until midnighht.

Figure 88. Claremont
C
averrage water flow
w profile

The third largest daily water use day
y occurred on
n December 88th and the proofile is shownn in Figure 899. The
dishwasheer consumed 10,618 gallon
ns of water with 2,482 galllons used for the rinse operation, 548 gaallons
for producctive tank fillls, 619 gallons for tank top
p offs and 4,9116 gallons waasted throughhout the day dduring
the manuaal tank overfilling operatio
on. The largesst water wastee period occurrs at around 9 PM when thhe
manual filll operation iss deployed fo
or a 4 hour perriod totaling 44,740 gallonss down the draain.
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Figure 89. Claremont
C
low water flow proffile

The waterr flow profile on October 31
3 st is an exam
mple of a day where tank ffill water is noot wasted in aall
four tank fill operation
ns shown in Fiigure 90. On this
t day 4,0655 gallons are used with 1,6602 gallons used
for the rin
nse operation, 548 gallons used
u
for tank
k fills, 190 galllons for tank top offs, 1,7115 gallons useed for
tempering
g. This clearly
y illustrates th
hat precise op
perations can ooverride mainntenance issuues if staff are
trained at a high level, but it is very difficult to do consistentlyy day after daay. It is best too stay on top of
the mainteenance as mu
uch as possible to leave to leave
l
very litttle room for ooperators to hhave a need too use
manual ov
verride functiions.

Figure 90. Claremont
C
low water flow proffile

Results
The monitored data waas analyzed to
o deliver the following
f
resuults in Table 77.
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Table 7. Claremont data summary
Original Stero
Daily Energy Use and Booster Efficiency
Hot Water (gal/d)
Cold Water (gal/d)
Rinse Use (gal/d)
Tank Fill and Top Off (gal/d)
Tank Fills (gal/d)
Top Off (gal/d)
Number of Fills
Gallons Per Fill
Water Waste (gal/d)
Total Water Use (gal/d)
Average Flow Rates
Hot Water (gpm)
Cold Water (gpm)
Rinse Flow Rate (gpm)
Peak Flow Rate (gpm)
Maximum Hourly Hot Water Demand (gph)
Water Use Per Hour of Rinse Operation (gph)
Water Temperatures
Estimated Boiler Outlet (°F)
Rinse During Flow (°F)
Fill During Flow (°F)
Rinse Tank (°F)
Wash Tank (°F)
Drain (°F)
Flow Time and Hours of Use
Rinse Flow Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Time (h)
Dishwasher Operating Span (h)
Energy Use, Booster Efficiency and Peak Demand
Total Gas Use (therms/d)
Dishwasher Energy (kWh/d)
Probable Contribution to Peak Demand (kW)
Total Energy Use (Btu/d)
Dishwasher Energy Use Per Hour of Rinse (Btu/h)

4,389
1,629
1,761
2,628
2,314
314
4.9
477
1,608
6,018
20.8
13.3
8.6
23.9
1,307
1,770
212
156
127
135
133
113
3.4
7.7
15.5
92.4
33
2.2
9,343,961
2,748,224

On an average day, there were 6,018 gallons of water used by this flight dishwasher. Cold water used for
scrapper tank tempering accounts for 1,629 gallons. Hot water use totaled 4,389 gallons, with the majority
at 2,628 gallons used for tank filling and top off operations, whereas 1,761 gallons are used for the
sanitizing rinse operation. The major reason why tank filling operations surpassed the rinse operation is
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because th
he manual autto-fill operatiion by staff was
w causing 1,,608 gallons oof water waste per day. Onnly
706 gallon
ns of tank filll water was ussed for effectiive tank fills. A portion off the dataset w
was analyzed on a
daily basis to compare water waste versus
v
useful tank fills in F
Figure 91. Thhere are signifficant fluctuattions
from day to day as diffferent dishroo
om staff memb
bers have diff
fferent manuaal techniques tthat they use for
the tank fill
fi operation. The daily waater waste oveer this period fluctuated froom 0 to 4,9166 gallons per dday.
In summaary, the dishw
washer averageed 4.9 tank fill and dump ooperations peer day with ann average fill oof
477 gallon
ns which is 3.5 times moree than the equ
uipment speciifications.

Figure 91. Useful
U
Fill Verssus Fill Waste

The rinse water use is 8.6
8 gpm whicch is 1.5 timess over the maanufacturer’s specificationss at 5.6 gpm. For
water heater sizing purrposes, the peak hot water flow rate wass measured att 23.9 gpm annd the maximuum
hourly hot water deman
nd was 1,307
7 gph, which is
i high, drivenn by wastefull tank fills. Thhe dishwasherr
water use per hour of rinse
r
operation
n at 1,770 gph
h was the higghest documennted for a fligght machine.
Collectiveely, the waterr temperaturess listed for thee sanitizing riinse and tank fill operationns, and wash aand
rinse tank
ks are approximately 25°F below
b
normal operating raange. This is a major perfoormance probllem
stemming
g from the old
d steam to hott water heat ex
xchanger. Th e heat exchannger due to itss age and the
elevated tank
t
fill and riinse flow ratees cannot keep
p up to mainttain sanitizingg rinse temperratures at 1800°F or
above, or typical tank fill
f temperatu
ures at 140°F -150°F
on a sshort term bassis. The rinse water temperrature
quickly drrops from 175
5°F to 153°F on the rinse liine at the starrt of operationn at 12:45 AM
M on Figure 992.
The tank fill
f flow line maintains
m
a taank fill tempeerature below
w 130°F wheree 150°F hot w
water temperatture
is required
d (NSF 2004)).
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Figure 92. Claremont
C
rinsee and fill tempeerature comparrison

Some flow
w times exceeeded expectattions, includin
ng 1.8 hours oof tank fill tim
me and 2 hourrs of cold fill time
versus thee surprising lo
ow rinse time of 3.4 hours per day. The ratio betweenn rinse time to dishwasherr
operating time of 7.7 hours
h
to operaating span of 15.5
1 hours peer day is 1:2:44, which is reppresentative oof a
low throu
ughput dishroo
om. At 3.4 ho
ours of rinse time, this veryy large dishwasher is underutilized. Thiis
dishwasheer required more
m
tank fill operations
o
(1.5 fills per houur of rinse) thhan other macchines monitoored
due to fou
uling of the wash
w
and rinsee water.
The plot in
i Figure 93 shows
s
six weeeks of dishwaasher operatioon. The rinse fflow time andd total daily w
water
use do not track each other
o
and both
h fluctuate con
nsiderably froom day to dayy depending oon hotel functtions.
What wass consistent on
n most days was
w significan
nt water wastee which is illuustrated by alll the days whhere
the total water
w
use bar extends past the
t rinse flow
w time bar. Thhe few days w
where water w
waste was minnimal
where on November 7tht , 12th and 17
7th when the baars where graaphically to thhe same level.

Figure 93. Claremont
C
plot of daily rinse flow
f
time and to
otal hot water uuse of original ddishwasher
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The facility was not interested in sizing down from a flight conveyor to a large rack conveyor as they
were focused on maintaining a large dishwashing capability for special events. After 133 days of
monitoring, there were only three days where the rinse flow time exceeded 6 hours per day and the
maximum daily rinse time of 8.0 hours occurred on Saturday December 6th.
This dishwasher uses a large amount of natural gas to operate the machine. The gas use at the steam and
hot water boilers are estimated at 92.4 therms per day with approximately half the gas used to maintain
tank temperatures. The other 46 therms are split in half between gas used for the fill operation and gas
used for the rinse operation. The dishwasher uses 33 kWh per day with a probable contribution to peak
demand of 2.2 kW.

Lessons Learned
This monitoring project was very challenging due to the diversity of measuring points, the age of the
equipment and the amount of troubleshooting required to understand how the unit was operating. This
dishwasher represents an extreme case when contrasting real world use versus specifications to determine
the dishwasher performance. This dishwasher monitoring project in particular helped in our
understanding of dishwasher productivity and how to quantify it based on rinse water use or rinse
operating time. This was a key step to help normalize the data for comparison with other dishwashers. In
doing so, this defines all other dishwashing practices such as tank filling, tank top offs or cold water
tempering as forms of waste since additional resources are used, but no work is completed.
These large flight machines are commonly found not holding rinse specifications due to a number of
factors including the limited capabilities of internal maintenance staff or external technicians to verify
usage. In this case, the chemical supply company was contacted to try to fix problems on the dishwasher
as some of the problems were leading to excessive chemical cleaner use.
The biggest lesson learned from monitoring this dishwasher was that as maintenance with the machine
gets limited, malfunctions become a mainstay, and the operator has to adjust practices to operate the
machine sufficiently, which results in wasteful practices. A continuous maintenance program and
employee training program needs to be in place to operate these large machines to specifications.
Otherwise it can get costly and use a lot of resources. The best
example of this is that the auto tank fill function on the dishwasher
was only filling two of the three tanks. The operator would be
required to hold the button down for approximately 4 minutes to
manually override the system to allow for the third tank to get filled.
In doing so, it would cause the other two tanks to overflow sending
clean water down the drain. The staff learned to compensate by
Figure 94: Sharpie manual overfill
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developing their own version of an autofill so they would not have to be burdened by the manual
procedure. They used a Sharpie dry erase marker in Figure 94 to depress the autofill button and parked a
drying and storing rack next to it so they can move on to the next task, sometimes forgetting about it.
Unfortunately, this “sharpie fill” was on average using 510 gallons of potable water.
Other notable problems with this dishwasher include water leaks, poor
cleaning performance and the strip curtains requiring replacement
(Figure 95). Missing or short strip curtains may cause the mixing of
rinse and wash water or wash and scrapper water contaminating or
diluting individual tanks or causing overfills in one tank and water
loss in another. The blower dryer was not working, causing the two
dishroom staff members to stop or slow operation to dry wares. Holes

Figure 95: Missing and short strip curtains

in the rackless conveyor were causing small wares to fall in (Figure
96). Time was lost in trying to fetch them before they can cause
damage to the conveyor. Also, broken pegs were creating spaces
where plates couldn’t be racked creating rack loading inefficiency.
There were some positives results derived from this monitoring
project. After FSTC provided the staff with the results and a business
case for replacement, the hotel retrofit team was able to gain approval

Figure 96: Holes in rackless conveyor

for a dishwasher replacement project and steam boiler elimination
(Figure 97).

Figure 97: Steam boiler
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Summary of Results and Discussion
Conveyor Dishwasher Field Monitoring Dataset
Summary data from the nine dishwashers monitored for this field project (in bold) were added to nine
other dishwashers monitored by FSTC in the last five years to enhance the dataset of dishwashers to
analyze for this report. The 18 sites are listed below with information on the type of facility and
dishwasher monitored. The conveyor rack dishwashers are listed in Table 8 and flight dishwashers in
Table 9.
Table 8. List of field monitored rack-conveyor dishwashers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Facility

Facility Type

Rack Conveyor Type

Dishwasher Make and Model

Genentech B4 Café
Tadich Grill
Tadich Grill
Google Backyard Café
Fish Market
Google Café Baadal
Lafayette Hotel
Stanford Wilbur Hall
Hilton Hotel
Google Heritage Café
Google Masa Café
Stanford Wilbur Hall

Commercial Cafeteria
Fine Dining Restaurant
Fine Dining Restaurant
Commercial Cafeteria
Full-Service Restaurant
Commercial Cafeteria
Hotel Kitchen
School Cafeteria
Hotel Kitchen
Commercial Cafeteria
Commercial Cafeteria
School Cafeteria

Low-Temp Existing
High-Temp Original
High-Temp New
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp Original
High-Temp New
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp Existing
High-Temp New

Stero SCT-44CS
Ecolab ET44
Ecolab EC44
Stero SCT-44
Stero SCT-66S
Stero SCT-66S
Stero SCT-86S
Stero SCT-108S
Jackson Crew66
Hobart CL64E
Hobart CLPS86ER
Hobart CLPS86ER

Table 9. List of field monitored flight-conveyor dishwashers
13
14
15
16
17
18

Facility

Facility Type

Rack Conveyor Type

Dishwasher Make and Model

Marriott Hotel San Jose
Hilton Hotel
Claremont Hotel
Facebook Epic Cafe
Facebook Epic Cafe
Marriott Hotel San Jose

Hotel Kitchen
Hotel Kitchen
Hotel Kitchen
Commercial Cafeteria
Commercial Cafeteria
Hotel Kitchen

High-Temp Flight Original
High-Temp Flight Original
High-Temp Flight Original
High-Temp Flight Original
High-Temp Flight New
High-Temp Flight New

Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW
Stero STPCW-ER
Hobart FT1000 ER + BD
Hobart FT1000 ER

Dishwasher Water Use Analysis
Dishwasher manufacturers list two primary water parameters on the product specification sheets for
conveyor dishwashers: fresh water rinse flow rate and total (wash and rinse) tank capacity. The rinse flow
rate is typically stated in gallons per hour, whereas the tank fill volume for all the tanks is listed in
gallons. It is a common practice to use these parameters to estimate and maximum hourly hot water use
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for both sizing the hot water supply to the dishwasher and to project the daily water and energy use of the
dishwasher, based on nominal assumptions. One of the goals of this project was to investigate the validity
in using the manufacturer’s specifications on rinse water use as a proxy for estimating the total water and
energy use of the machine. It is of further interest to determine if the use of the specified rinse water
consumption is a valid surrogate for identifying energy and water efficient conveyor dishwashers.
One check on the validity of using rinse flow rate for the practices mentioned is to compare the measured
total water use of a dishwasher per hour of rinse operation to the manufacturer’s specification on total
water use of dishwashers for an hour of rinse operation. The spec. total water use is a combination of the
rated rinse flow rate and the water used to fill the tank(s). The average daily hours of rinse operation was
divided by the average daily tank fills for each dishwasher to calculate the water use contribution of tank
fills per hour of rinse operation in Table 10 for rack conveyors and Table 11 for flight conveyors. The
average number of tank fills per hour of rinse for the four types of conveyor dishwashers are fairly close
to each other ranging from 0.59 to 0.67 tank fills per hour of rinse. The data for all 18 dishwashers were
averaged to 0.65 tank fills per hour of rinse operation. Thus, the spec. total water use is equal to the
specified hourly rinse flow rate plus the specified tank(s) capacity of each dishwasher multiplied by a
factor of 0.65.
To better understand the parameter of the dishwasher total water use per hour of rinse operation, it
requires conceptualizing the ideal conveyor dishwashing operation. In an ideal operation, the fresh water
used for sanitizing rinse would be cascaded through all the chambers in the dishwasher and reused prior
to being rejected to the drain, without any other fresh water use requirements during the warewashing
process. Thus, the remainder of all the other activities in the dishwasher that consume fresh water but do
not add value or do work would be attributed to waste. Using this approach, an ideal case would only
consume water through the rinse arms and would not require any additional water flow associated with
tank filling, tank top off, drain or scrapper tank tempering, or cleaning and descaling operations. These
would all be included as a secondary use of the rinse water. This metric of actual total water use per hour
of rinse operation normalizes the data for each site for comparison of all sites and provides a better
understanding of true water use for each hour of work done by the dishwasher.
The results in Table 10 for rack conveyors show that the real world rinse water use was on average 11%
higher than the rated flow rate for conventional dishwashers and 18% higher that the rated rinse flow rate
for higher efficiency machines. Outliers on the high side include dishwasher #2, #7 and #10. Outliers on
the low side include dishwasher #6 where the rinse pressure was well below the standard 20 psi due to a
faulty gauge. The average specified rinse flow rate reduction between high efficiency (119 gph) and
standard machines (274 gph) at 57% was consistent with the actual rinse water reduction of 54% between
high-efficiency (140 gph) and standard (304 gph) machines.
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Table 10. Model specifications vs. actual water use for rack-conveyor dishwashers
Specified
Actual Rinse
Average Tank
Total Rinse and
Dishwasher Make
Rinse Flow
Flow Rate
Fills Per Hour
Fill Based on
and Model
Rate (gph)
(gph)
of Rinse
Specs. (gph)
1
Stero SCT-44CS
315
244
0.35
328
2
Ecolab ET44
290
524
0.84
303
3
Ecolab EC44
223
215
0.73
236
4
Stero SCT-44
290
288
0.34
303
5
Stero SCT-66S
290
328
0.69
311
6
Stero SCT-66S
290
221
0.76
311
7
Stero SCT-86S
226
289
0.65
259
8
Stero SCT-108S
309
319
0.97
311
9
Jackson Crew66
78
89
0.95
111
10
Hobart CL64E
132
172
0.27
161
11
Hobart CLPS86ER
132
147
0.20
176
12
Hobart CLPS86ER
132
152
0.96
176
AVG. Conventional
274
304
0.67
295
Conveyor
AVG. High-Efficiency
119
140
0.59
156
Conveyor

Total Water Use Per
Hour of Rinse
Operation (gph)
730
542
235
363
389
416
2194
667
135
367
243
301
692
261

The spec. total water use is a combination of the rated rinse flow rate and the water used for tank filling.
The average daily hours of rinse operation was divided by the average daily tank fills for each dishwasher
to calculate the water use contribution of tank fills per hour of rinse operation in Table 10 for rack
conveyors and Table 11 for flight conveyors. The average number of tank fills per hour of rinse for the
four types of conveyor dishwashers are fairly close to each other ranging from 0.59 to 0.67 tank fills per
hour of rinse. The data for all 18 dishwashers were averaged to 0.65 tank fills per hour of rinse operation.
Thus, the spec. total water use is equal to the specified hourly rinse flow rate plus the specified tank(s)
capacity of each dishwasher multiplied by a factor of 0.65.
For the rack conveyors monitored, the spec. total water use was 295 gph and 156 gph for the conventional
and high-efficiency dishwashers, respectively. The average total monitored water use per hour of rinse
was 692 gph for the conventional dishwashers and 261 gph for the high-efficiency units. Conventional
rack conveyors at the eight sites used 134% more water than what is assumed based on the model
specifications. High-efficiency rack conveyors at four sites used 67% more water than the model
specifications. The results showed that model specifications were a crude way to estimate real world
water use.
The results also showed that by switching from a conventional to high-efficiency conveyor dishwasher,
the average operator would see a 47% reduction in water use based on rated specs. The measured savings
based on the sites monitored showed a 62% reduction, from 692 gph to 261 gph. This was due in part to
the relative condition of the baseline machines, which were found to be worn and operating less
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efficiently
y. The average values for spec.
s
vs. actuaal rinse flow rrate and spec. total water uuse vs. actual total
water use per hour of rinse
r
operation
n were plotted for conveyoor dishwasherrs in Figure 998.

Figure 98. Spec.
S
vs. actuaal rack conveyo
or rinse flow ratte and total wate
ter use compariison

The resultts in Table 11
1 for flight conveyor dishw
washers showeed that the reaal world rinsee water use w
was on
average 30% greater th
han the speciffied flow rate for conventioonal dishwashhers and 15%
% higher than sspec
for the hig
gh-efficiency machines. Th
he measured rinse
r
flow ratte of dishwashher #16 at 189 gph was alm
most
twice the specified flow
w rate of 98 gph.
g This dish
hwasher is an outlier comppared to the otther five flighht
dishwasheers that were monitored. Some plausiblee reasons for the large diffference may bbe a combinattion
of factors such as elevaated rinse watter pressure and
a worn out nnozzles on thhe rinse arm. T
The average
specified rinse flow ratte reduction between
b
stand
dard (277 gphh) and high effficiency machhines (58 gphh) at
79% was consistent wiith the actual rinse water reeduction of 8 1% between aand standard (359 gph) higghefficiency
y (67 gph) maachines.
Table 11. Model
M
specificattions vs. actuall water use for flight-conveyor
f
r dishwashers
Specified
Actual Rinse
R
Averagge Tank Totaal Rinse and
Disshwasher Make
ow
Flow Raate
Fills Peer Hour
Fill Based on
Rinse Flo
and Model
Rate (gph
h)
(gph))
of R
Rinse
Sppecs. (gph)
13
Stero
S
STPCW
336
372
0.448
420
14
Stero
S
STPCW
336
357
0.229
420
15
Stero
S
STPCW
336
516
1.443
183
16
Steero STPCW-ER
98
189
0.446
163
17
Hobbart FT1000 HR
R
58
71
0.449
145
18
Hobbart FT1000 HR
R
58
63
0.883
145
AVG
G. Conventional
359
0.666
361
277
Conveyor
AVG
G. High-Efficiency
58
67
0.666
145
Conveyor
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For the fliight conveyorr dishwasherss monitored versus
v
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Figure 99. Spec.
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vs. actuaal flight conveyo
or rinse flow rate and total waater use comparrison

When com
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ventional to hiigh efficiency
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a 145 gph, or
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per. The real w
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percentag
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dishwasher energy use, since a large proportion of energy use is dependent on the water use of a conveyor
dishwasher.
The data from Tables 10 and 11 were further refined in Table 12 to compare the specified rinse water use
of conventional and high-efficiency rack and flight conveyor dishwashers to the measured water use per
hour of rinse operation. The results showed that there is no consistent correlation between the
manufacturer’s specifications to the real world water use, with individual results ranging from 22% to
46% for each category. Although the rinse divided by total use comparison is more closely aligned when
isolated to rack conveyors (40% to 46%) and flight conveyors (22% to 25%), this is more of an anomaly
since the data range for the four classifications of dishwashers is much wider when reviewing the results
for each dishwasher. Ultimately, the specified rinse flow rate is not a good proxy of real water use when it
only accounts for approximately a quarter to one-half of the total real world use.
Table 12. Specified rinse flow rate vs. real world water use
Dishwasher Type

Specified
Rinse Flow
Rate (gph)

AVG. Conventional Rack Conveyor

274

Measured Water
Use Per Hour of
Rinse Operation
(gph)
692

AVG. High-Efficiency Rack Conveyor

119

261

46%

36% - 58%

AVG. Conventional Flight Conveyor

277

1119

25%

12% - 56%

AVG. High-Efficiency Flight Conveyor

58

267

22%

19% - 25%

Specified Rinse
as a Percentage
of Measured
Water Use
40%

Data Range
(Rinse/Total)
10% - 95%

Peak Hot Water Flow Rate Analysis
Peak hot water flow rate information of the dishwasher is an important parameter to consider when
designing the domestic hot water supply for a facility. Maximum instantaneous flow rates are particularly
critical for effective sizing of tankless water heaters (Delagah, 2013). For this study, the parameter of
peak flow averaged over a 10 second period and expressed in gpm was selected to represent the
maximum instantaneous flow rate. A conveyor dishwasher’s peak flow rate can occur during the tank
filling operation or during the rinse operation when a tank top off operation is occurring. Both cases are
instances where the hot water supply pipe valve is fully open. Thus the peak flow rate is dependent on the
diameter of the supply pipe and supply water pressure. Peak flow rates for each of the dishwashers are
shown in Table 13 for rack conveyors and in Table 14 for flight conveyors. The average peak flow rate
for conventional rack dishwashers was 19 gpm, but ranged from 5 to 35 gpm. The average peak flow rate
for high efficiency dishwashers is 11 gpm with a range from 6 to 19 gpm. Similarly, the average peak
flow rate for conventional flight conveyor dishwashers was 24 gpm (ranging from 8 to 37 gpm). The peak
flow rate for high-efficiency flight conveyors was 18 gpm (ranging from 17 to 19 gpm).
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Table 13. Model spec. rinse flow rate vs. maximum hourly demand for rack-conveyor dishwashers
Maximum
Spec.
Increase in
Peak Hot
Comments on Observed
Dishwasher Make
Hourly Hot
Rinse
Max. Hourly
Water Flow
Maximum Hourly Water
and Model
Water Demand Flow Rate
Demand vs.
Rate (gpm)
Demand
(gph)
(gph)
Spec Rinse
1
Stero SCT-44CS
20
495
315
57%
Major water overspray
Tank fills through rinse
2
Ecolab ET44
5
141
290
-51%
arm, thus at a lower flow
rate
3
Ecolab EC44
13
226
223
1%
Normal operation
Normal operation with
4
Stero SCT-44
11
345
290
19%
minor water overspray
5
Stero SCT-66S
16
445
290
53%
Major water overspray
6
Stero SCT-66S
29
1033
290
256%
Extreme overspray
7
Stero SCT-86S
27
1412
226
526%
Tank fill malfunction
8
Stero SCT-108S
35
1424
270
427%
Tank fill malfunction
9
Jackson Crew66
12
89
78
14%
Normal operation
10
Hobart CL64E
8
349
132
165%
Major water overspray
11
Hobart CLPS86ER
19
150
132
13%
Normal operation
12
Hobart CLPS86ER
6
314
132
138%
Tank fill operator error
AVG. Conventional
19
690
274
151%
Conveyor
AVG. High-Efficiency
11
225
119
90%
Conveyor

Table 14. Model spec. rinse flow rate vs. maximum hourly demand for flight-conveyor dishwashers
Maximum
Spec.
Increase in
Peak Hot
Comments on Observed
Dishwasher Make
Hourly Hot
Rinse
Max. Hourly
Water Flow
Maximum Hourly Water
and Model
Water Demand Flow Rate
Demand vs.
(gpm)
Demand
(gph)
(gph)
Spec Rinse
13
Stero STPCW
28
1059
336
215%
Major water overspray
14
Stero STPCW
8
424
336
26%
Normal operation
15
Stero STPCW
24
1307
336
289%
Tank fill malfunction
Major water overspray &
16
Stero STPCW-ER
37
987
98
903%
drain valve blockage
Hobart FT 1000
Minor water overspray and
17
17
234
58
302%
Energy Recovery
normal tank fill
Hobart FT 1000
Minor water overspray and
18
19
345
58
492%
Energy Recovery
normal tank fill
AVG. Conventional
24
944
277
241%
Conveyor
AVG. High-Efficiency
18
289
58
397%
Conveyor

The commercial kitchen designer or engineer in charge of sizing the centralized storage water heater or
boiler for a facility uses sizing guidelines that estimate the maximum hourly hot water demand in gph for
each end use. Currently, this practice involves using each particular county’s health department sizing
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parison betweeen the maxim
mum hourly hot water dem
mand and the rrated maximuum hourly rinsse
consumpttion in Table 13 show that for an averag
ge conventionnal rack dishw
washer, the maaximum hourrly
hot water demand is 12
26% greater th
han the rated rinse flow raate. For high-eefficiency racck dishwasherrs the
maximum
m demand is 90%
9
greater. The
T discrepan
ncy is even grreater with flight dishwashhers. The
maximum
m hourly hot water
w
demand
d for conventional machinees is 241% greeater than thee rated maxim
mum
hourly rin
nse use and 39
97% greater for
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flight dish
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Tables 13 and 14 are augmented with observations regarding the conditions for peak water consumption
for each of the 18 monitored machines. The hourly demand of seven rack dishwashers monitored
exceeded the maximum rated rinse by at least 50%. The most common problem was water overspray
where maximum demand exceeded the rated rinse by 53 to 256%. Maintenance shortcomings and
miscellaneous operator error also contributed to higher water use for a smaller number of machines. In
these cases, the maximum hourly hot water demand exceeded rated rinse by 168 to 526%. Of the
remaining rack conveyor dishwashers, four machines operated normally and one dishwasher’s maximum
hourly hot water demand was roughly half the rated rinse flow rate. The reason behind this was that there
was not a separate hot water supply pipe installed for tank filling, thus all the hot water used by the
machine for tank fill or rinse operation was pressure regulated and send through the rinse arms to fill the
tank. Thus, the tank fill flow rate was equal to the rinse flow rate of 5 gpm. Since the dishwasher was not
used to full capacity, the measured maximum hourly flow rate was approximately half of the maximum
rinse flow rate. With flight dishwashers the same type of characterizations on the hourly hot water
demand can be made.
For sizing purposes, the data shows that there was no correlation between hourly demand and rated rinse
flow rate. Also, there was significant variation between maximum the hourly hot water demand between
dishwashers of the same model in different installations. As a result, the dishwasher’s rated rinse flow rate
should not be directly used for sizing water heaters. In fact, the results indicate that the estimated hot
water demand of a conveyor dishwasher is at least twice that of the maximum hourly rinse with smaller
machines and up to five times the rated usage for flight units. Luckily, many designers of facilities
oversize their hot water systems thus ensuring sufficient hot water supply to serve the facility. In the
isolated cases where the hot water system was not sufficiently oversized based on the dishwasher
specifications, the aging dishwashers had taken their toll on the hot water system and the water heater
could not keep up with the demand.

Pre-Rinse Water Use Analysis
Additional monitoring of pre-rinse operations in three dishrooms showed very large variability in water
use from very low to extremely high between sites. These sites were selected based on site visit
observations that each site would exhibit either dramatically high or low water use, and is not
representative of average pre-rinse water use. The average daily water use was divided by the average
dishwasher rinse flow time to normalize the data for comparison of all sites and is summarized in Table
15. The first site at Stanford utilized three industrial spray hoses at high flow rates using 623 gph of
dishwasher rinse operation. The second site was Google Heritage Café where a combination of a medium
flow pre-rinse spray valve, the scrapper using 2 gpm of fresh water and misuse of hot water degreaser
solution into the scrapper combined for a total use of 835 gph of rinse operation. In contrast at Google
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Masa café, the high efficiency pre-rinse sprayer was exclusively used, which greatly reduced the pre-rinse
water use per hour of rinse to 14 gph.
Table 15. Model specifications vs. actual water use for rack-conveyor dishwashers
AVG. Daily
AVG. Daily
Pre-Rinse Water Dishwasher Water
Pre-Rinse
Dishwasher
Use Per Hour of
Use Per Hour of
Site
Water Use
Rinse Flow
Rinse Operation
Rinse Operation
(gph)
Time (h)
(gph)
(gph)
Stanford Wilbur Cafe
1,282
2.1
623
667
Google Heritage Cafe
3,145
3.8
835
367
Google Masa Cafe
75
5.1
14
243

Total Water Use
Per Hour of
Rinse Operation
(gph)
1,289
1,202
257

The normalized pre-rinse water use data was combined with the normalized dishwasher water use data to
calculate the total dishroom water use per hour of rinse operation for the three sites. The results showed
that the total dishroom water use can vary by almost a factor of five, from 257 to 1,202 gph of rinse
operation in two very similar facilities that use high efficiency dishwashers and have a scrapper and prerinse sprayer installed.

Energy Use Analysis
The energy use analysis is more complex than the water use analysis since there are two forms of energy
being used provide hot water to the dishwashers. Many of the older dishrooms employ gas-fired water
heaters to raise cold water to sanitizing rinse temperatures. Many newer machines utilize a limited amount
of gas water heating from the building hot water supply, combined with localized electric heating to
provide the final sanitary rinse. This shift has been caused by long term trends away from the use of
central steam supply in institutional facilities to provide hot water to the dishwashers, combined with new
trends to utilize waste heat recovery systems to preheat incoming water to the machines. The most
common application for boosting the water temperature to the 180°F required for the final rinse is to use
localized electric heaters.
On average, the eight conventional rack-conveyor dishwashers used 41.2 therms of natural gas and 72.6
kWh per day, as summarized in Table 16. The average high-efficiency machine used 10.3 therms and
238.1 kWh per day, which is a very large reduction in gas use and almost as large increase in electricity
use. The same pattern is evident to a lesser extent with the flight-conveyors monitored in Table 17.
Comprehensive energy metering for dishwasher #1, #3, #5 was not completed thus energy data is left
black in Table 16. It is important to note with the flight dishwashers that several of the conventional
machines did not maintain the proper rinse or tank temperatures during monitoring period, thus their
energy contribution would have been even larger if the data was normalized. Similarly, one of only two
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high-efficiency flight dishwashers monitored used an optional blower dryer not found on the original
dishwasher which contributed to additional electricity use.
Table 16. Energy use analysis of rack-conveyor dishwashers
Total Gas
Total
Dishwasher Make
Total Energy
Use
Electricity
and Model
Use (Btu/d)
(therms/d)
Use (kWh/d)
1
Stero SCT-44CS
N/A
N/A
N/A
2
Ecolab ET44
32.9
72.5
3,535,943
3
Ecolab EC44
N/A
N/A
N/A
4
Stero SCT-44
20.4
9.8
2,073,438
5
Stero SCT-66S
N/A
N/A
N/A
6
Stero SCT-66S
20.4
15.2
2,088,128
7
Stero SCT-86S
102.3
244.8
11,070,040
8
Stero SCT-108S
30.2
21.0
3,095,472
9
Jackson Crew66
4.2
179.1
1,027,969
10
Hobart CL64E
28.1
28.0
2,901,730
11
Hobart CLPS86ER
5.8
468.9
2,184,750
12
Hobart CLPS86ER
3.2
276.2
1,260,146
AVG. Conventional
41.2
72.6
4,372,604
Conveyor
AVG. High-Efficiency
10.3
238.1
1,843,649
Conveyor

Table 17. Energy use analysis of flight-conveyor dishwashers
Total Gas
Total
Dishwasher Make
Total Energy
Use
Electricity
and Model
Use (Btu/d)
(therms/d)
Use (kWh/d)
13
Stero STPCW
44.1
906.0
7,501,272
14
Stero STPCW
50.4
397.6
6,397,899
15
Stero STPCW
92.3
33.4
9,343,961
16
Stero STPCW-ER
48.0
654.3
7,031,270
Hobart FT 1000
17
10.0
931.0
4,176,572
Energy Recovery
Hobart FT 1000
18
10.0
665.0
3,267,047
Energy Recovery
AVG. Conventional
58.7
497.8
7,568,600
Conveyor
AVG. High-Efficiency
10.0
798.0
3,721,809
Conveyor

N/A
5.1
N/A
2.9
N/A
3.2
4.9
2.1
2.9
3.8
5.4
2.1

Machine Energy Use
Per Hour of Rinse
Operation (Btu/h)
N/A
692,977
N/A
714,978
N/A
658,194
2,259,192
1,504,373
350,834
770,499
401,493
603,262

3.6

1,549,961

3.5

531,522

Rinse Flow
Time (h)

6.1
9.1
3.4
6.9

Machine Energy Use
Per Hour of Rinse
Operation (Btu/h)
1,232,775
703,333
2,748,224
1,023,582

7.0

595,852

4.7

696,841

6.4

1,426,978

5.8

646,346

Rinse Flow
Time (h)

The gas and electricity use in Tables 16 and 17 were combined in units of Btu/d to compare the total
energy use. Dishwasher energy use per hour of rinse operation was calculated as the total energy use
divided by the average daily rinse flow time. This normalized energy use per hour of rinse provides a
level comparison for the 18 dishwashers. Using this analysis, conventional rack conveyors used between
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650,000 to 2,250,000 Btu per hour of rinse, for an average use of roughly 1,550,000 Btu per hour of rinse.
The average energy use of high-efficiency rack conveyor is roughly 530,000 Btu/rinse-h or about twothirds less than the conventional machines. The range is much tighter as well; the most efficient units
consumed 350,000 Btu/rinse-h and most consumptive units topped at 770,000 Btu/rinse-h.
Interestingly, the conventional flight conveyor dishwashers on average used 1,430,000 Btu/rinse-h, which
is close to the average for a rack conveyor. The range of energy use for the conventional flight conveyors
was also very similar: from 700,000 to 2,750,000 Btu/rinse-h. For the high-efficiency flight conveyors,
the average use was roughly 650,000 Btu/h per hour of rinse, or about one half of the conventional
models. Conveyor rack or flight dishwashers use the most energy and water per hour of operation for a
single appliance in a commercial kitchen.

Dishwasher Replacement Project Cost Savings and Payback Period
During the course of this research project, a number of the sites had pre-existing machines that were
eligible for replacement. These two projects, Facebook and Stanford, provided significant benefits to the
operator, but did not represent a strong business case based on energy and water savings alone. Two other
sites, Hilton Hotel and Marriott Hotel, exhibited substantial energy and water cost savings that justified
the upgrade. Table 18 summarizes the calculated cost savings for these four projects. In each case, an old
inefficient conveyor dishwasher was replaced with an ENERGY STAR qualified high-efficiency model.
Annual operating cost savings are shown based on average California utility rates defined in Table 5. The
large variations in operating cost savings for these projects highlight the complexity of the commercial
dishwashing operation. Factors such as fuel source, machine size, energy rates, and matching load to
design affect the overall cost to operate the dishwasher at a given facility. For example, switching from
steam to localized electric water heating at Stanford led to an estimated increase in utility costs for the
new machine, while right sizing from an oversized flight type to a correctly-sized rack conveyor machine
at the Hilton resulted in a substantial decrease in operating costs. Overall, the four projects resulted in an
average utility cost savings of approximately $22,000 per year. In each case, the cost savings were driven
by the substantial reduction in water use.
Table 18. Annual utility savings from four dishwasher replacement project
Water and
Electricity
Gas Savings
Sewer Savings
Savings
Hilton Hotel
Marriott Hotel
Stanford
Facebook
Average

$ 16,142
$ 11,028
$ 3,628
$ 16,656
$ 11,864

$14,561
$8,293
$9,877
$13,865
$11,649

$13,557
$14,954
-$15,835
-$17,167
-$1,123
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Demand Charge
Savings

Total Annual Utility
Savings

$3,068
$3,236
-$3,335
-$4,215
-$312

$47,328
$37,510
-$5,665
$9,140
$22,078
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Due to thee complexity of the system
ms being invesstigated, the pprojected payb
yback period oof a dishwashher
replacemeent project is dependent on
n a wide rangee of factors, inncluding the condition of tthe exiting
machine, fuel source, utility
u
rates, and
a dishroom operation. W
When fuel swittching is invoolved during
dishwasheer replacemen
nt by changin
ng from naturaal gas to electtricity for the majority of tthe water heatting
load, the payback
p
perio
od may be lon
nger in region
ns with high eelectric rates aand demand ccharges.
Nonetheleess, there are many older dishwashers
d
th
hat would be excellent repplacement projjects with thee
potential to
t provide ov
verall operatin
ng cost offsetss by using muuch less hot w
water while im
mproving overrall
dishwashiing performan
nce.

Discusssion on Pro
ocurement, Operationss, Maintenaance, and C
Commissiooning of
Conveyo
or Dishwasshers
Dishwash
her Sizing Co
onsiderationss
The averaage and maxim
mum hours off rinse operatiion per day arre two importtant parameteers used for
correctly sizing convey
yor dishwasheers. Many faccility operatorrs perceive thhat the operatiing time of thheir
machine is
i higher than
n it actually is, leading to ov
versizing of tthe new machhines. Emphassis is placed oon the
racks per hour rating of the dishwassher, which is can be increaased by speciifying a largerr unit. Howevver,
monitored
d data shows no
n correlation
n between maachine size annd measured rrinse time (Fiigure 101). Inn
general, reesearchers fou
und that the average
a
duty cycle
c
was quiite low (15%)) for many off the machiness,
indicating
g that they weere underutilizzed.

Figure 101.. AVG. rinse tim
me of various siized rack-conveeyor dishwasheers

Choosing a type and leength of a rack
k-conveyor based on typess of wares waashed, need foor scrapper,
machines havve
budget, an
nd available space
s
within the
t dishroom.. The rack-perr-hour rating of conveyor m
little beariing on operattions. Most co
onveyor mach
hines are ratedd for betweenn 200 and 3500 racks per hoour,
while it haas been anecd
dotally noted that the maxiimum racks thhat a single person can be load onto a raackconveyor machine in an
a hour is 90—
—well short of
o a machine’ss throughput rating. In the twelve sites tthat
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were studied, roughly half operated the dishwasher with one person and the other half of the sites had two
staff running the machine—one person loading and the other person unloading.
Hotels were the most concerned about the machine’s ability to keep up during a peak period. Standard
practice is to significantly oversize the machine to be ready for the potentially busy period that includes a
large banquet, a fully booked facility, and other miscellaneous events happening simultaneously putting
stress on the dishroom. In the case of the Claremont hotel, the head chef was reluctant to replace the
existing flight type dishwasher with a smaller unit, even though the machine operated for an average of
3.4 hours per day in a 24-hour operation. In the 133 days that were monitored, the rinse flow time
exceeded 6 hours per day three times, with a maximum operating time of 8 hours. While this data
indicated that a smaller machine would provide sufficient capacity for the operation, the facility opted to
replace the machine with another of equal size.
Conversely, the use of submetering as a tool to help right-size the dishwasher was effective at the Hilton
Hotel. This property also used a large flight dishwasher for approximately 3 hours of rinse use per day.
After reviewing the submetering results, the facility opted to down size the replacement machine to a 66”rack conveyor. In this situation, the smaller machine provided ample capacity while resulting in
significant utility cost savings.

Operations
The research showed considerable water waste related to tank fills, particularly deriving from open drain
valves during fill operations. Analysis of the data at the Stanford site showed that avoidable water waste
accounted for 1/3 of the total daily use. Another frequent operating condition was caused by improperly
placing large wares, which exaggerated overspray and led to higher water usage. Smaller machines like
44 and 66-inch rack conveyor machines have little or no spacing between the wash and rinse zones. These
designs are more prone to increased water usage caused by overspray than machines with a larger buffer
zone between wash and rinse sections. As water is sprayed in to the adjacent tank, the initial tank calls for
topping off, while the receiving tank sends the excess overspray to the overflow drain. This tendency can
be countered by adjusting the sensitivity of the water level sensors and by properly loading wares onto the
conveyor rack.

Maintenance
Proper maintenance of the machines is critical to maintaining the correct operation and water use of
conveyor dishwashers. In an extreme example, an incapacitated auto tank fill led to excessive manual
tank fills at the Claremont hotel. The manual fill operation contributed to an excess of 900 gallons per
day, which was roughly half of the total water used for tank filling by the machine. While an extreme
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example, there were numerous sites where maintenance was lacking causing inadequate or excessive rinse
pressure, drain malfunction, rinse sensor malfunction or inoperable auto fill function. Excessive water use
due to poor maintenance was more pronounced with older dishwashers.

Commissioning of New Dishwashers
It is also important to properly commission new machines. Heat recovery systems add complexity to
machine commissioning, leading to incorrect operations and subsequent performance degradation. Two
heat recovery machines in this study were found to be improperly commissioned. EAHR is fairly new
technology that can add complexity to the machine installation, by adding both hot and cold water feeds.
One frequent challenge was ensuring the optimal balance between hot and cold feeds. It is therefore
recommended that installers use meters to confirm the correct ratio of hot to cold water for the proper
operation of the heat recovery device.

Benchmarking
Benchmarking the dishwasher water and energy use was not possible at all locations, due in part to the
complexity of individual operations. While the number of seats may be a good metric for normalizing
machine operation, additional factors need be considered. Are all meals consumed in the dining facility?
What is the impact of banquet preparation? In multi-use facilities like the Claremont hotel, it was not
useful to try to compare dishwasher usage to the number of seats, square footage or number of meals, as a
significant part of the dishroom usage would be from some unrelated operation. The more information
collected on a particular operation, the greater the potential to develop a meaningful performance metric.
Table 19 shows the results for two sites, normalized per square foot, per seat and per meal. These two
sites are not similar enough in operation to compare the performance metrics to each other. Accruing this
data for numerous sites would provide parameters that facilities can use to compare their own facilities’
dishwasher to industry averages for conventional and efficient machines.
Table 19. Benchmarking parameters for water and energy use from two dishwasher replacement projects
Water Use Per
Water Use
Water Use
Energy Use
Energy Use Per Energy Use
1000 SQ. FT.
Per Seat
Per Seat
Per Meal
Per Meal
1000 SQ. FT.
(gal/1000ft2)
(gal/seat)
(gal/seat)
(gal/meal)
(gal/meal)
(gal/1000ft2)
Stanford Old
Stanford New
Facebook Old
Facebook New

62
29
196
64

2.1
1.0
6.2
2.1

1.1
0.5
0.6
0.2
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140,721
57,279
244,133
145,015

4,763
1,939
7,769
4,615

2,381
969
703
418
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Conclusions
Previous dishwasher studies had documented baseline dishwasher use data, but offered limited
information on the savings potential that can be achieved by replacing existing machines with new
energy-efficient models. This study documents the energy and water use of 18 conveyor machines, in 13
different test sites, providing a solid foundation for characterizing the energy and water savings potential
of these machines. The conveyor dishwashers were classified into four groups including conventional
rack, high-efficiency rack, conventional flight and high-efficiency flight machines. The normalized results
showed that on average water and energy use of conventional rack conveyors were reduced by more than
60% when replaced by a high-efficiency unit. The savings from flight conveyor dishwashers was even
greater at more than 75% water and energy savings.
Commercial dishwashers represent significant water and energy use in a facility. Most old machines
could be candidates for replacement with newer, low water using machines. As long as there is minimal
fuel switching involved, there is also a strong business case for the facility to make the switch based on
the value of the energy savings. The economic case is even stronger when utilities provide custom energy
and water rebates for existing facilities, which would require sub-metering of both dishwashers to
measure actual savings. Old inefficient conveyor dishwashers were replaced with ENERGY STAR
qualified high-efficiency models at four sites. The average cost savings per site based on average
California utility rates was approximately $22,000 per year. In each case, the cost savings were driven by
the substantial reduction in water use.
The research showed that old conveyor dishwashers consume two to three times more water than was
predicted based on the rated rinse flow and tank volume specifications. High-efficiency conveyor
dishwashers used 70% to 85% more than the rated specifications. The new machines operated more
closely in line with the specifications than older machines as they benefited from advanced features that
mitigated water waste. The results also showed that the rinse water use only accounted for a quarter to
less than half of the real world water use. Projections based on rinse specifications alone would not
accurately characterize the water use of a particular machine. In fact, the estimated hot water demand of a
conveyor dishwasher is on average at least twice that of the rated hourly rinse water use with smaller
machines and up to five times the rated hourly rinse water use for flight-type machines.
A significant finding was that the majority of conveyor dishwashers installed in facilities are not set up to
wash and rinse medium to large back of the house wares without incurring substantially higher water use
during operation. Most conveyor dishwashers are designed to wash front of the house cups, glasses and
dishes, with the larger back of house wares providing a challenge for the machine. Some of the overspray
issues caused by washing large wares could be mitigated with the specification of taller cavity machines
and incorporating specialized racks for washing sheet pans and other flat wares at an angle that allows
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water to drain back into the correct tank instead of horizontally spraying through the machine. In the most
extreme case of exclusively washing back of the house wares through a 44-inch conveyor dishwasher, hot
water use was more than double its normal operation. As more machines are used to wash back of the
house wares, the challenge of correctly loading it becomes more important to ensure optimal water use.
Benchmarking water and energy use through sub-metering of the dishwasher when the unit is performing
well and staff is fully trained is a critical tool to incorporate to establish the baseline energy and water use
of the machine. Without a benchmark to indicate water performance, the standard “fix” is to increase hot
water and chemical use to ensure cleaning and sanitization performance. In extreme cases, poor
maintenance can lead to real world water use that is as much as 10 times higher than the specifications for
water consumption per hour of rinse operation. None of the facilities that were monitored in the course of
this study had meters to monitor water consumption of the dishwashing equipment. Without this
information, maintenance can only address the problems when the chemical costs or cleaning
performance becomes an issue. Without a solid preventative maintenance effort, excessive water use can
go unchecked.

Recommendations
Field monitoring of commercial conveyor dishwashers has identified opportunities to reduce water and
energy consumption in commercial dishrooms. In some instances, significant savings can be achieved
through the retro-commissioning of existing machines to return the machines to their designed
specifications. Greater savings can be achieved by replacing older machines with the latest generation of
energy efficient machines, but at a high investment on the part of the operator. While incentives can offset
the installed cost of a new machine, an effective conveyor dishwasher program would need to include
retro-commissioning to make a significant impact on the market. A two-pronged approach would ensure
that both older and newer machines are operating properly and help to sustain the investment in water and
energy savings. A pilot dishwasher retro-commissioning program would also help to promote the
replacement of older machines by identifying the most appropriate candidates for replacement. The
experiences gained from the pilot project will aid in incorporating more permanent programs that can be
expanded throughout the state.
While the dishwasher is responsible for the final cleaning and sanitization of the dishes, the work starts at
the pre-rinse station. While codes have mandated a maximum flow rate of 1.6 gpm for pre-rinse spray
valves installed in front of a commercial dishwasher, the larger facilities employ more water intensive
measures for pre-rinsing dishes that can greatly exceed the intended water consumption and potentially
match or exceed that of the dishwasher. Some of the reasons for this is that kitchen staff are often
disconnected from the operating costs of running the dishroom and with no sub-metering, there is little to
connect dishroom behavior to the overall building water use. The FSTC team has identified at least 5
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types of pre-rinse equipment that can be used individually or in combination to effectively accomplish the
task of prewashing dishes and other wares. A comprehensive study on dishroom operation is
recommended to individually monitor the conveyor dishwasher and pre-rinse operations separately to
identify the savings potential from the best pre-rinse devices and operating practices.
Comprehensive policies to encourage sub-metering the water consumption of conveyor dishwashers in
existing or new facilities would go a long way to support ongoing efforts to reduce commercial building
water and energy use. Additional incentives should be provided for high-efficiency smart dishwashers
that minimize water and energy use while having integrated water and energy meters and logging and
communications hardware to engage operators and managers on the performance of the unit. While the
technology for machines to meter water and energy use is available, few manufacturers have incorporated
this capability. A dishwasher sub-metering initiative could integrate with of a wider program offering an
annual free checkup of the dishwasher and assessment by the water utility or a third-party. A 3rd party
may provide employee operation and maintenance training to facility staff through the use of videos or
onsite visits.
The majority of conveyor machines installed in facilities are designed for front of the house wares, such
as dishes, glass ware and eating utensils. As more and more facilities direct their back of the house wares
such as pans and trays, the machines are being challenged to accommodate different utensil geometries
that can impact water use. In addition, many machines were found to be oversized relative to the
operation. Too much emphasis has been placed on conveyor speed and rack capacity in the design phase.
Without sufficient staff to operate the machines, there is little to be gained by the higher throughput
machines. In fact, every facility in this study would benefit from a commercial dishwasher design guide
that covers selection and sizing of conveyor dishwashers, best practices for operation and maintenance of
the dishwasher, benchmarking tools and calculations for estimating the maximum hot water demand for a
machine. The commercial dishwasher design guide could also benefit county health departments and plan
checkers by providing the resources to evaluate designs.
There is also a need to fund additional field monitoring projects on high-efficiency dishwashers just
entering the market that utilize 2nd-generation heat recovery systems, such as drain water heat recovery.
Quantifying the water and energy use of these emerging technologies can support future incentive
programs and provide a solid foundation to enhance the ENERGY STAR specifications for commercial
dishwashers. As more and more dishwasher manufacturers continue to add models with integrated heat
recovery systems, third-party research is needed to validate real world savings potential of the designs.
This research would be a compliment to the proposed design guide for commercial dishwashers, serving
as the basis for a phase two design guide on the application of heat recovery in commercial dishrooms.
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Glossary
Booster and heat exchanger efficiency (energy into water at HX/energy consumed by heater)
Booster and heat exchanger operating efficiency was defined as the amount of energy transferred to the
daily water volume (from the measured inlet temperature at the heat exchanger to the measured outlet
temperature at the booster) divided by the daily energy consumption of the booster heater. For additional
information refer to the booster heater efficiency definition.
Booster heater efficiency (energy into water at booster/energy consumed by heater)
The booster heater operating efficiency is calculated by dividing the heat energy transferred to the water
by the energy consumed by the booster heater. Booster heater daily operating efficiency was defined as
the amount of energy transferred to the daily water volume (from the measured inlet temperature at the
booster to the measured outlet temperature at the booster) divided by the daily energy consumption of the
booster heater. After collecting and analyzing the data, daily operating efficiencies were calculated using
the following formula:

∗ ∆
∗

∗

⁄

∗
⁄

In calculating these daily efficiencies, mass flowwater*∆Twater was computed for each five-second test
interval, summed over the day and then divided by gas energy. This technique eliminated the inclusion of
any no-flow periods when the measured temperature in the outlet pipe would drop below the tank
temperature. If this data were included in the average ∆Twater calculation, the efficiency would be
incorrectly calculated. Reported average mass-weighted inlet and outlet temperatures were calculated by
dividing the daily summed 5-second interval mass flowwater * Twater values by the daily mass flowwater total.
A higher heating value of 1020 Btu/ft3, representative of gas supply in the area was estimated and used in
gas booster heater efficiency calculations.
Cold water tempering
A supply of cold water used to reduce the temperature of the dishwasher discharge to below 140°F before
it enters the building sewer system to comply with local regulations.
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Dishwasher operating span (h)
The total period of time that a dishwasher is operated (from the perspective of food service staff) from the
time it is turned “on” to the time it is turned “off.” Dishwasher operating span excludes any “off” periods
between the first and last appliance operation.
Dishwasher operating time (h)
The total time in hours per day that the dishwasher conveyor was actively moving. Dishwasher operating
time excludes periods that the machine was turned on but not in active use.
Input Rate
The maximum or peak rate at which an appliance consumes energy, measured during a period of
continuous operation (i.e., the period of operation when all burners or elements are “on”).
Maximum hourly hot water demand (gph)
The maximum combined flow rate of hot water in gallons per hour supplied to the conveyor dishwasher.
Maximum hourly hot water demand includes both tank and sanitizing rinse hot water supplies.
Peak Demand (kW)
The peak demand is measured in kW and is based on the highest 15-minute interval of electric usage
during the monthly billing period. Demand is calculated by recording the average power used in a 15- or
30-minute window based on the power company. The peak demand used for billing can be based on the
time of day, seasonally differentiated
Probable contribution to peak demand (kW)
A dishwasher actual contribution to a building’s peak demand may vary significantly depending on its
usage pattern in relation to that of other electric equipment in the facility (operating schedule, appliance
on time, etc.). However, it is generally known that the biggest water consuming appliance for any
commercial food service is the dishwasher. Thus dishwasher water usage will be the largest contributor to
overall usage and peak demand. The End-use Water Demand Profile study conducted on restaurants for
the CPUC by Aquacraft documents hourly hot water demand.i This study conducted on seven different
restaurants concludes that 24.1% of total daily use occurs during the 3-hour peak demand period between
2:00pm and 5:00pm. Therefore, it has been assumed that the probable contribution to the building’s peak
demand is equal to the appliance’s average demand during the peak times.
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Rinse flow time (h)
The total time in hours per day that the dishwasher called for a hot water sanitizing rinse.
Typical Day
A selected day of energy usage based on predetermined criteria that will generate a production energy
consumption profile reflecting typical production usage for a specific appliance. The typical day criteria
may comprise:





Typical day energy consumption should approximate average daily energy consumption for
energy use data set.
A specified number of appliance operations and/or cooking periods (e.g., lunch and dinner only).
A specified range in operating hours.
A specified mode of operation (or combination of modes) may be associated with a typical day’s
operation.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Google Café Baadal

Appendix B: Google Backyard Café

Appendix C: Google Heritage Café

Appendix D: Google Masa Café

Appendix E: Stanford Wilbur Café (Original Dishwasher)

Appendix F: Stanford Wilbur Café (Replacement Dishwasher)

Appendix G: Facebook Epic Café (Original Dishwasher)

Appendix H: Facebook Epic Café (Replacement Dishwasher)

Appendix I: Claremont Hotel
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